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Resumo

Um dos setores que mais se beneficiou da expansão da internet foi o turismo. A internet

permitiu que as pessoas pudessem compartilhar informações de suas viagens, auxiliando

outros turistas a decidir os melhores destinos. Devido a grande quantidade de dados

em redes sociais e plataformas especializadas em turismo dispońıveis (e.g. Foursquare,

TripAdvisor), se tornou cada vez mais dif́ıcil escolher quais os melhores locais para se

visitar, trazendo aos usuários o problema conhecido como sobrecarga de informação ou

paralisia por análise. Assim, considerando que é dif́ıcil identificar um local para ser

visitado, planejar uma viagem completa é considerado um cenário ainda mais dif́ıcil.

Para atenuar este obstáculo, técnicas computacionais como Sistemas de Recomendação

(SR) têm sido utilizadas. Contudo, considerando o contexto tuŕıstico, técnicas tradi-

cionais de SR não levam em consideração diversas variáveis consideradas importantes

neste cenário, como preço, distância e horário de funcionamento dos locais. Assim, visando

modelar da melhor maneira este problema, os trabalhos focam na tarefa de planejamento

automático de viagens, também conhecido como Orienteering Problem (OP). Por sua vez,

o OP compreende na tarefa de identificar um caminho em um grafo o qual maximiza a util-

idade do usuário, enquanto respeita uma restrição do custo do caminho. Esta é uma tarefa

considerada computacionalmente cara e geralmente é resolvida por meio de heuŕısticas

de otimização. Para modelar da melhor maneira posśıvel restrições de cenários reais,

trabalhos na literatura adicionam diferentes restrições (e.g. horário de funcionamento de

locais, custo de vistas). Contudo, muitos destes deixam de lado aspectos importantes em

cenários reais como personalização, viagens de múltiplos dias e seleção de hotéis.

Assim, neste trabalho nós atacamos o problema descrito acima por meio de uma

metodologia composta de um SR, responsável pela personalização das rotas geradas, e

heuŕıstica de otimização, responsável por atender as diversas restrições de uma viagem

real. Nós denominamos nosso metodologia como Planet Caravan.

Para avaliar a metodologia proposta, nós testamos diferentes técnicas SR e heuŕısticas

de otimização, introduzimos 5 novas bases de dados coletadas do TripAdvisor as quais

possuem dados de cidades no Brasil e Europa, e também uma restrição de compromisso

que permite aos turistas gerar rotas em torno de sua agenda. Nossos resultados mostram

que heuŕısticas como Algoritmo Genético e GRASP possuem os melhores resultados

entre as técnicas de otimização avaliadas. Por último, avaliamos a metodologia proposta

com usuários reais por meio de uma aplicação web. Nossos resultados são promissores e

mostram o potencial deste trabalho para aplicações com turistas reais.
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Abstract

One of the services that most benefited from the internet expansion was tourism. The

internet allowed people to share information about their trips, assisting other tourists

to decide the best destination. However, the high data availability on social networks

and platforms specialized in tourism (e.g. Foursquare, TripAdvisor), made it difficult to

choose the best places to visit, bringing a new problem known as information overload

or analysis paralysis. Thus, considering that is difficult to identify one place to visit,

planning a complete trip is considered to be an even harder scenario.

To tackle this problem, computational techniques such as Recommender Systems

(RS) are been applied. Nevertheless, considering the tourism context, traditional RS

techniques do not take into consideration several variables that are important in tourism

such as the venues’ price, distance, and working hours. Hence, aiming to better model

such problem works focus on the task of automating trip planning, known in the literature

as Orienteering Problem (OP). The OP consists of the task of identifying in a graph the

path that maximizes the users’ utility while respecting a distance constraint. This task

is considered to be computationally expensive and is usually solved through optimization

heuristics. To meet the real-world constraints in a trip works in the literature consider

different constraints (e.g. places working hours, visit costs). However, several of these

works leave aside important aspects for the real-world cases, such as personalization,

multiple days of travel, and automated hotel selection.

In this work, we tackle the problem presented above with a methodology composed

of an RS, responsible for the personalization of the generated routes, and an optimization

heuristic, responsible for meeting the several constraints considered in a travel. We named

our methodology as Planet Caravan.

To evaluate the proposed methodology, we test different techniques on RS and

optimization heuristics, introducing 5 new datasets collected from TripAdvisor of cities in

Brazil and Europe. Also, we introduce an appointment constraint that enables users to

generate routes around their schedules. Our results show that the Genetic Algorithm

(GA) and GRASP are the most suited technique in our evaluation scenarios. Lastly,

we evaluate the proposed methodology with real users through a web application. In this

scenario, our results show the potential of our proposal with real users.

Keywords: Recommender Systems; Optimization Heuristics; Tourism; Tour Recommen-

dation; Points of Interest.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Before the internet, the spread of tourism information relied on two main ways:

personal experiences exchange, from one person to another, and paper-based recommen-

dations, made by guides and magazines [46, 44]. In both cases, these recommendations

influenced other people’s choices [46, 86]. Nevertheless, these were in general generic

suggestions and were based on one person’s opinion. In a scenario as intangible and het-

erogeneous as tourism, many voices can bring many points of view [3], however, these

recommendations were restricted to the personal social circle.

In this scenario, the internet was one of the catalysts for tourism development [86].

The advance in connectivity impact directly this industry, which has increased its value

since the 2009 global crisis [40] until the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, showing how this

was one of the services that most benefited from the internet expansion [86].

Through the internet, users can now gather in forums, communities, travel blogs,

and Social Networks (SNs). These platforms made it possible to seek Points of Interest

(POI), provide and receive information about places, sharing experiences from a unique

point of view. Studies show that 80% of American travelers use SNs while traveling

and more than half of this percentage share information of their journey with their con-

tacts [86].

These studies also show how SNs are the tool most adopted between travelers[86].

Between these platforms, three different types of SNs are generally used: General-Purpose

SN, Location-Based SN (LBSN), and Travel SN (TSN). General-purpose SNs as Face-

book and Instagram, usually contain general information and not only content related

to tourism. Even though these platforms enable their users to geo-localize the shared

content, these are usually restricted to the user’s social circle and are not structured to

easily identify the tourist opinion about the place through a rating or a review.

The last two types of platforms are more focused on tourism and have been exten-

sively used in the literature in tourism works [40, 44]. With different purposes, LBSNs,
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as Yelp and Foursquare, are more centered on sharing the user’s current location shar-

ing their footsteps, while the TSNs, like TripAdvisor, are responsible for joining in one

platform several pieces of information about locations, accommodations, transport, food,

attractions, and services [86]. Aside from that, TSNs also give the user the possibility to

plan trips and get recommendations about users with the same taste [41], while comparing

prices and looking at different perspectives about a place.

Even though TSN platforms concentrate most of the information needed to plan

a trip in one place, users still experience difficulty with the amount of data available,

precluding to distinguish which option (or set of options) is the best [59]. To tackle this

problem, Recommender Systems (RS) are usually applied, focusing on suggesting POIs

based on the user history. RS approaches tackle the information overload problem reduc-

ing the number of options for the users and enabling them to choose between a smaller set.

However, while planning a trip not only the taste of users can be considered, but also as-

pects as the price, working hours, and distance can influence the user experience, which is

not considered by the RS. In conclusion, planning a trip is a complex and time-consuming

process [44].

To facilitate this process and tackle this problem, several works on the literature

focus on the task of automating trip planning. The approaches available in the literature

classify the task of selecting and touring between places a hard-to-solve computational

problem, that can be mapped into the Orienteering Problem (OP) [30, 75]. As stated

in [78], this problem is a combination of the traveling salesman and the knapsack problem,

where the goal is to find a path in a graph that maximizes a utility function, while

respecting a distance constraint. It is noteworthy that in the literature a wide variety of

restrictions have been taken into consideration for this problem [44]. The OP modeling

can be easily mapped to the tourism scenario, if we consider that the user wants to

find the route that maximizes his benefit while respecting money and distance budgets.

When applied to the tourism scenario, this problem is also known as Tourism Trip Design

Problem (TTDP), and besides taking into consideration the user constraints, it adapts

for more realistic scenarios, also considering the environment and place constraints, as if

the place is open, its opening and closing hours and the places category [28].

The routes recommended by these approaches are an advance in comparison to the

word of mouth or paper-based recommendations, due to the fact that they summarize the

information available online considering the opinion of many peers and not only a unique

expert. Despite these recent advances, the routes generated still fail to properly model the

constraints needed for a tourist. For example, most works do not consider multiple-day

travel or a hotel selection in their work [53, 78, 14, 65]. Consequently, these works have

little use in practice given that tourists usually travel at least 3 days [24]. In this scenario,

the work of [44] made a big advance enabling users to generate personalized routes with

hotel selection for multiple days of travel. Still, this work fails to test their approach in
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practice with real users and does not evaluate their modeling with proper data, given that

LBSN does not present attributes of the places and only the user history check-in.

Given these facts, in this work, we tackle the TTDP by proposing an architecture

composed of a recommender system and a optimization heuristic, which are re-

sponsible for personalization based on user history and respecting several users, places,

and environmental constraints. We name our methodology Planet Caravan.

We present new modeling for TTDP, testing several Collaborative Filtering

(CF) RS and optimization techniques as a Genetic Algorithm (GA), Clonalg, and

GRASP. We test our modeling with proper data gathered from TSN, namely TripAdvi-

sor, using datasets from 5 different cities in Brazil and Europe. Besides, we introduce a

new restriction that enables users to personalize their routes even more, by defining the

start and end hours to visit specific places, which we call an appointment constraint. This

restriction enables to generate a personalized route around the user schedule.

1.2 Problem Statement

Recall that the problem we face in this work is personalized automated route plan-

ning recommendations, which as also known as Orienteering Problem or Tourist Trip

Design Problem. In this work we make a per-user tailored route recommendation, consid-

ering users’ preferences, place, environment, and user constraints. To solve this problem,

we use a methodology that joins RS and optimization heuristics, first focused on identi-

fying for each user the rating for not visited places, while the second aim to respect all

constraints defined in our problem.

POI Recommendation/Matrix Completion In our first task, consider a city with

n places, and a tourist which is visiting such city. This user is represented by a vector of

ratings Ri ∈ R+, which contains a rating to each place i previously visited by this user.

Considering that the user visited k of the n places in the city, the goal of this task is to

fill R such that a personalized (based on previous experience) rating (utility) to the n−k

non-visited places is given. Figure 1.1, shows a small example of the matrix completion

process in a city with 5 different places and 3 users.

Route Generation Considering a simpler version of the Tourist Trip Design Problem,

this problem can be formulated as follows. Let G = (V,E) be a directed-complete graph

representing the city. Let V = {v0, v1, ..., vn} represent the set of vertices which correspond

to places available to be visited, where each place v ∈ V is associated with a utility uv ∈
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Figure 1.1: Example of route represented in the mathematical modeling

R+, which where defined in the step before. A set of edges E = {(i, j) ∈ V × V : i ̸= j}
connects each place, where the edge ei,j exists if a place i is available to be visited from j.

Each edge connecting the POIs has its corresponding weightW = {wi,j, i ̸= j}|Wi,j → R+,

that denotes the distance between two places. For each tourist, a constant budget Bi ∈ R+

defines the maximum distance that the tourist is willing to travel. Hence, our aim is to

find a cycle (e.g. the path that starts and ends at the same node) in G that maximizes

the utility u while respecting the budget B that limits the sum of edges weight (i.e. the

sum of distances).

1.3 Research Questions

Our goal with this work is to propose a new model capable of generating person-

alized routes while respecting a thorough set of constraints. These constraints are listed

below:

• Money budget: Maximum amount of money that the user is willing to spend in

the trip.

• Distance budget: How many kilometers a user can walk per day.

• Activity hours: Restricts the users activity hours.

• Amount activities per day: Maximum amount of places that can be visited in

one day.

• Mandatory places: Mandatory places to be visited.

• Appointments: Mandatory places that must be visited within a schedule.

• Places working hours: Visits are limited to the places working hours.
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• Places category: Restricts the amount of visits in a day that can be made in

places at a given category (e.g. restaurants).

• Places working day: Restricts visits when a place is not open for visitation.

Lastly, we consider the climate as an environmental constraint. Even though this

is not an explicit restriction in the modeling, we filter outdoor places when the climate

condition is not ideal. We formally define these constraints in Chapter 4.

To solve such a problem generating a personalized route that respects all the con-

straints listed above, we define a methodology divided into two main steps, a recommender

system, and optimization heuristic which are responsible for personalization and genera-

tion of a feasible route, respectively. Both these steps have a vast literature that motivated

us to evaluate different methods.

In the first step, two types of RS techniques are used for the POI recommendations

task. First, more generalist techniques, suited for different scenarios, based on collabora-

tive filtering. Second, approaches specifically designed for POI recommendations, being

tailored for LBSN datasets. In this scenario, we define our first research question, aiming

to evaluate which of these different approaches are better suited for our context.

In the second step, due to the high computational complexity to attend to the

constraints defined in our modeling, exact algorithms are not suited for solving such

problems [27]. Thus, works on the literature apply different optimization heuristics

to solve the TTDP in a smaller computational time [44, 45, 74]. Given that different

approaches have been used in the literature, in this work we select 5 different optimization

heuristics focused on solving the TTDP. We develop a Genetic Algorithm, Clonalg,

Grasp, Greedy and Random approaches. The last two are naive models that we use

to compare the more complex methods. Due to the several approaches that can be used

to solve the TTDP, we define as our second research question which heuristic is better

suited for the TTDP.

Lastly, our modeling considers several real-world constraints, and these can impact

differently on the user experience. In our third research question, we investigate the impact

of the constraints in the routes generated.

As such, our main research questions are:

RQ 1: Which technique of Recommender System is better suited for

defining the user ratings for each place in the TripAdvisor dataset? Different

from previous works that only analyze one recommender system technique, we compare

several approaches, defining the one that better suits the dataset that we use.

RQ 2: Which heuristic is better suited for solving the Tourist Trip

Design Problem? We make an extensive study comparing 5 different heuristics for

our modeling of TTDP. We analyze the quality of the routes generated by each heuristic

discussing the scenarios where each heuristic is better suited.
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RQ 3: What is the impact of the constraints in the routes generated?

We evaluate the routes generated under different scenarios varying the cities, users, and

constraints. By doing so, we verify the impact of the users’ constraints on the quality

of the routes generated, also analyzing scenarios where is harder to recommend feasible

routes.

1.4 Contributions

In this work, we introduce new modeling for the TTDP, focusing on generating per-

sonalized routes that are closer to what a user expects on a trip. We design a formulation

for the problem that enables users to plan multiple days of personalized tours with hotel

selection, with a proposal similar to [44]. Our main differential is a new appointments

constraint that enables users to generate routes around their schedule. Besides that, we

make an extensive evaluation of our modeling evaluating different RS and optimization

heuristic techniques. We evaluate these strategies with 5 new datasets containing data

available from cities around the globe. Lastly, due to the high practical application of the

TTDP, we evaluate our modeling with real users in 5 of these cities, through the Planet

Caravan web application that enables users to easily plan a trip.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents a description of techniques that we use for the tasks of (i)

POI recommendation (Section 2.1) and (ii) Route recommendation through optimization

heuristics (Section 2.2). Recall that our main task is to recommend personalized routes for

a user while respecting constraints. Thus, recommender systems are in charge to identify

user preferences given the user history, predicting a rating (ŷ) for each POI that was not

visited by the user. The heuristics focus on generating feasible routes that maximize a

utility (i.e. the sum of ŷ) while respecting user, place and environment constraints.

2.1 Recommender Systems

Recommender Systems (RS) are algorithms developed to provide to a user through

the learning of historical data personalized suggestions [54]. These algorithms tackle the

problem known as information overload [94] or choice paralysis [25], by suggesting the most

suitable items to specific users, predicting the consumer interest [54]. In our context, the

RS is responsible for predicting to each place p not visited by the user u a rating

(ŷp) that summarizes how much u will like that place.

In the literature, recommender system methodologies are divided into three main

categories which we briefly describe below.

1. Collaborative Filtering (CF): Algorithms in this category are based on user

past interactions with items to make estimations about similar items which could

be consumed [66].

2. Content Based (CB): Algorithms in this category analyze a set of descriptive

features of items previously rated by a user and build a model based on user his-

tory [52, 63].
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3. Hybrid Methods: Algorithms in this category combine the advantages of differ-

ent types of recommenders to improve the accuracy capacity in a recommendation

task [2].

In this work, we focus on the use of CF techniques for the recommendation step of

our work. As we will present in Section 2.1.1, CF approaches are well suited for several

scenarios achieving good results and not requiring many features to provide meaningful

recommendations. In opposite, content-based and hybrid methods require datasets with

large amounts of descriptive features. Even though the datasets used in our work present

this characteristic, the high cost of data treatment and the focus on both RS and opti-

mization techniques lead us to focus on CF methods and define as future work the use of

more complex methodologies in RS.

2.1.1 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative Filtering (CF) methods rely on user past behavior [42] identifying

what is popular among similar users to produce new recommendations [66, 19]. As stated

in [7], CF approaches can provide meaningful and accurate recommendations and do not

require user profile and domain knowledge, making it much simpler to model the data

and avoiding extensive data collection [42].

Techniques based on CF produce new recommendations by modeling the interac-

tions between two different objects: items and users [42]. To model these interactions

using a CF approach there are two main methodologies established in the literature:

Memory-based (i.e. neighborhood) and Model-based (i.e. latent factors) approach [63].

Memory-based techniques focus on the recommendation based on what is popular

among close neighbors. The algorithm works by computing the relationships between

items or users [42], which can lead to two main modelings in memory-based techniques:

Item-Item and User-User. An item-item approach evaluates the user preference for an item

based on the history ratings (i.e. items previously consumed) [63]; A user-user approach

evaluates the user preference for an item based on the neighbor’s history ratings.

Model-based techniques are mostly presented by latent factor models, such as SVD

and NMF. To perform recommendation model-based approaches, transforms both items

and users to the same latent factor space, making items and users directly comparable [63].

As stated in [42], ”the latent space tries to explain ratings by characterizing both products

and users on factors that were automatically inferred from user feedback”.
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In the following section, we introduce the mathematics behind each of the tech-

niques used exploiting the upsides and downsides of the usage, we divide the algorithms

into three groups Neighborhood Models, Latent Factor Models, and Naive Models.

2.1.2 Neighborhood Models

K-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) is a simple yet effective machine learning tech-

nique. The main idea of this model is to identify the closest neighbors of an item that

we want to classify in space and categorize it based on their neighbors’ label [60]. Even

though kNN is relatively simple and intuitive [42], this algorithm has shown to be effi-

cient in several scenarios [19, 11], especially in the recommendation context. Besides that,

algorithms based on kNN naturally provide intuitive explanations and recommendations

based on users’ recent feedback [42].

In this work, we deal with a regression task, thus, we use several kNN techniques

to provide personalized place recommendations. Basic KNNs prediction Equation 2.1 is

presented below:

ŷui =

∑
j∈Nk

u (i)

sim(i, j) · ruj∑
j∈Nk

u (i)

sim(i, j)
, (2.1)

where u is the target user, i is the target item, j is a user history item, k is the

number of neighbors, Nk
u (i) is the set of nearest neighbors of item i that were rated by the

user u, ru,j is the user history rating for the item j, and sim(i, j) is a similarity function

that defines how related are the items i and j.

As stated in [42], one of the core aspects of memory-based CF is the similarity

measure between items/users. Hence, the success of the method depends on the metric

used to find the most similar users [7]. This work combines kNN with several similarity

metrics, verifying which one is more suited for our context. These metrics are defined

below:

• Cosine Similarity: Measures the likeness between two items by capturing the

angle between both items when they are represented in the user space [7]

• Pearson Similarity: Measures the correlation in terms of rating patterns received

by two items represented in a user-space (each dimension corresponds to a user that

rated that item) [7]

• Pearson Baseline: Measure the similarity of the deviations of users and items [63]
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• Mean Squared Difference (MSD): Measures the rating difference that two users

have given an item [77]

Lastly, we point that variations of the kNN, namely kNN Mean, kNN Z-Score,

were used in this work. We present their prediction Equation in Chapter A.

2.1.3 Latent Factor Models

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a latent factor technique that models both

users and items in a joint latent factor space of dimensionality f such that interactions

between users and items are modeled as inner products [43].

Consider that each item i is associated with a vector qi ∈ Rf, qi measure how much

a item have those factors, while pu ∈ Rf measures the interest that a user has in items that

most represent a factor [63]. Thus, the resulting dot product between qTi and pu captures

the interaction between a user and an item. As stated in [63] this dot product captures

”the overall interest of the user in characteristics of the item”. Equation 2.2 shows how

the ratings are predicted by SVD. The Equation is also taken into consideration the

global average rating µ and the baseline predictors bi and bu, that capture the variance

in ratings.

ŷui = µ+ bu + bi + qTi pu (2.2)

When compared to classic neighbor models, SVD can increase prediction accuracy

in most scenarios [42]. Besides that, this model is flexible allowing to integrate of multiple

data forms [43] and tackling the problem of scalability in RS given that model-based

approaches perform dimensionality reduction [8]. However, this technique along with

all other model-based techniques has the downside of hard interpretation of the latent

factors, been explainability an advantage for memory-based models [42]. Also, SVD

assumes that the input matrix of the algorithm must be complete (i.e. without missing

values). Nevertheless, in the RS scenario, the majority of ratings are unknown [42], in

some cases achieving about 99% of sparsity.

SVD++ Tackle the problem of missing values using a gradient descent technique

that models only the observed ratings while avoiding overfitting through a regularized

model [42]. Besides, SVD++ add a second set of item factors yi ∈ Rf, where yi charac-

terize users based on the set of historical items [63]. Equation 2.3 presents how SVD++

predicts the item rating.
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ŷui = µ+ bu + bi + qTi

pu + |Iu|−
1
2

∑
j∈Iu

yj

 (2.3)

Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) This algorithm works similarly to

SVD, considering the factors qi ∈ R+ and pu ∈ Rf, and capturing the interaction be-

tween a user and an item by a dot product. The main difference is the non-negativity

constraint and the fact that NMF focuses on the explainability problem of latent models

when dealing with implicit feedback data (views, click) [2]. However, in our scenario, we

work with explicit feedback (i.e. ratings, reviews, votes), in this case, we do not have in-

terpretability advantages of this technique [2]. Equation 2.4 presents how NMF predicts

the item rating.

ŷui = qTi pu (2.4)

2.1.4 Naive Models

Naive forecasting models are non-personalized algorithms that work based exclu-

sively on history observation. In this work, we use three different naive baselines. Two

baselines are based on the historical average of the item and user, given by Equa-

tions 2.5, 2.6 respectively. Lastly, a random algorithm that generates the prediction

from a normal distribution was used. The Equation 2.7 presents how the ratings are

predicted.

ŷ =
1

|Iu|

|Iu|∑
i=0

rui,∀u ∈ U (2.5)

Where |Iu| is the set of all users that rated an item i, and rui is the rating given

by users u for an item.

ŷ =
1

|Ui|

|Ui|∑
i=0

rui,∀i ∈ I (2.6)

Where |Ui| is the set of all users that rated items i.

ŷ = N (µ̂, σ̂2) (2.7)

Where µ̂ is the average rating of the items in I and σ̂ is the standard deviation of

the ratings.
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Recall that, neither of the naive baselines is personalized. Even though, the two

baselines based on average consider the user and item history these techniques will give

the same rating always.

2.1.5 Summary of Recommender Systems

In this section, we reviewed several techniques for personalized and unpersonalized

recommendations. Table 2.1 lists all recommendation techniques considered in this work,

showing their main characteristics. Here, we exploit a diverse set of techniques, aiming

to investigate the impact of the best of them in the route recommendation scenario.

Method Personalized Item-Item User-User Use Similarity Category
kNN-basic ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Memory based
kNN-Mean ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Memory based
kNN-Z-Score ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Memory based

SVD ✓ X X X Model based
SVD++ ✓ X X X Model based
NMF ✓ X X X Model based

Item-Mean X X X X Naive
User-Mean X X X X Naive
Random X X X X Naive

Table 2.1: Recommender systems techniques are considered in this work.
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2.2 Optimization Heuristics

Optimization is a field of mathematics and computer science that studies meth-

ods and techniques to find optimal feasible solutions among several candidate solutions

in difficult scenarios [31, 4]. Basically, techniques in this field, work by minimizing or

maximizing a function (or many functions) so-called objective function, while respecting

a set of constraints.

In the literature, several algorithms have been proposed such as combinatorial

optimization, linear, nonlinear, and dynamic programming [31]. These algorithms fall in

the category of exact approaches, i.e. they search the space of solutions until finding the

best overall solution or global optimum.

It is noteworthy that exact algorithms have high computational complexity, hence

not all instances of problems can be solved through exact algorithms [27]. To better illus-

trate that, consider Travel Salesman Problem (TSP) a classic computer science problem,

which has an exact solution found in a O(2n) time complexity by a Dynamic Programming

implementation [79]. Complementary, consider the Table 2.2 based on the work of [27],

where the author illustrates the time behavior of algorithms with different complexity.

Time Complexity n = 10 n = 20 n = 30 n = 40 n = 50 n = 60
n .00001 s .00002 s .00003 s .00004 s .00005 s .00006 s
n2 .0001 s .0004 s .0009 s .0016 s .0025 s .0036 s
n3 .001 s .008 s .027 s 0.64 s .125 s .216 s
n5 .1 s 3.2 s 24.3 s 1.7 min 5.2 min 13.0 min
2n .001 s 1.0 s 17.9 min 12.7 days 35.7 years 366 centuries
3n .0059 s 58 min 6.5 years 3855 centuries 2 × 108 centuries 1.3 × 103 centuries

Table 2.2: Execution time of algorithms with different complexity. This Table was based
on the one present in [27].

Considering TSP instances where n ≥ 40 the algorithm would take days to find an

optimal solution. In any real case scenario, it would be impossible to use exact approaches

given the need for information in real-time. Independent of the technique proposed to

solve problems like the TSP and Knapsack Problem, it would not be possible to find an

optimal solution in a timely manner given that these problems belong to the NP-Complete

class [16].

In cases where the problem is demonstrably in NP-Complete or NP-Hard, the

solution found was to use algorithms that can achieve not-exact-acceptable results in a

reasonable amount of time, the so-called heuristics [31]. Following one of the definitions

presented in the work of [64], a heuristic is a strategy that is used to improve efficiency or

discover solutions to complex problems. As stated in [55], a heuristic can often be wrong

but is right most of the time making it useful as a guide. Solutions in this class are designed
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to provide better computational performance when compared to exact techniques, at

expense of lower accuracy [31].

Recall that in this work we tackle the Tourism Trip Design Problem, which corre-

sponds in a junction of two different problems, the TSP and the Knapsack problem[78,

34, 44], and as shown in the work of [39] this is an NP-Hard problem. Hence, in this

work, we use several heuristics and meta-heuristics to solve the tourist problem. In the

following sections, we present each of the heuristics used in this work to solve the TTDP.

2.2.1 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a bio-inspired evolutive computation technique that

is based on the mechanism of natural selection that relies on the Darwin principle of

survival of the fittest [4]. This algorithm is a dynamic and powerful tool for solving

search and optimization problems, which explains the technique’s popularity [68]

The GA works by first starting a random set of candidate solutions. The set of

solutions in GA is called population, the population is composed of chromosomes and

each chromosome cell is called a gene.

First, the algorithm evaluates the population, giving each individual a score, so-

called fitness, that describes how good a chromosome is. Based on this score, chromosomes

are selected for recombination, hence, the best fitted have a better chance to be selected

to be parents of the new population.

Next, the crossover step takes from each parent individual a portion of his genes

combining them to form a new chromosome called a child. In [20, 56], the authors describe

the idea behind the crossover as the simulation of the mixing of genetic material when

organisms reproduce.

Lastly, the mutation step focuses on ensuring the genetic variability over the pop-

ulation, avoiding similar chromosomes, and local optimum [37]. To accomplish so, the

mutation step works by changing random genes of the chromosomes. Thus, genes that

once a value are changed to another valid value within a mutation probability.
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2.2.2 Clonalg

Clonalg (Clonal Selection Theory) is an artificial immune system based on the

clonal selection theory of acquired immunity [10], been proposed in [17]. This method

shares similar principles with GA, and in the literature clonalg has shown some interest-

ing results, surpassing other heuristics in scenarios of function optimization and pattern

recognition [71]. Besides that, the low cost and relatively simple implementation have

encouraged us to use this technique for the tourist problem.

Following the steps described in [17], to perform optimization clonalg works by

first initializing an antibody pool A of size N , similar to the population in GA. This

antibody pool is then partitioned in two: (i) memory antibody Am - Antibodies that will

be used in main evolutive procedures and (ii) remaining antibody Ar - Antibodies used

to introduce genetic variability in the system.

From the first set, Am, the best n antibodies are selected based on affinity measure

(fitness). These antibodies are cloned forming a clone population Ac; it is noteworthy that

the amount of clones is directly proportional to the affinity score. The clone population

then passes through a hypermutation scheme, forming a population Acm, where the mu-

tation is inversely proportional to the affinity, hence the best antibodies are less mutated

them those with a smaller affinity. The best individuals from the Acm are selected to

compose the remaining antibody set, been some members of Am replaced by members of

the Acm. In the last step, d antibodies from the Am are replaced by memory antibodies,

introducing population diversity. This last step takes into consideration the affinity of the

cells to make replacements, thus, better the fitness, small are the chances of replacement.

2.2.3 GRASP

GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures) is a meta-heuristic

for combinatorial optimization [62]. Different from GA and Clonalg, GRASP is not

inspired by nature elements, been the algorithm principle-based a greedy randomized

selection. Greedy randomized algorithms work the same way as pure greedy algorithms,

with the difference that randomization is used to build different solutions along with

the runs [62]. The constructed solutions are not taken into consideration for the next

iteration, thus, is not possible to see an evolutive procedure [55]. Due to this fact, the

work of [22] describes GRASP as a repetitive sampling technique.

Following the steps described in [62, 22], GRASP can be divided into two main
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phases: (i) Construction and (ii) Local Search. In the first phase, a solution is con-

structed in a greedy randomized manner. By following this principle, different solutions

are constructed along with the runs which guarantee a high variability on the constructed

candidates [62]. If the constructed solution is not feasible, it is either repaired or discarded.

When a feasible solution is obtained, the solution is stored in a Restricted Candidate List

(RCL). From the RCL a solution is selected and then passed to the second phase, local

search. This phase makes an iterative process over the candidate solution replacing parts

of the solution for neighbor values.

2.2.4 Naive Solutions

As in the naive RS, these heuristics are simpler, being characterized for having

a small computational time. As a downside, naive methods do not perform well for all

instances. In this work, we use two naive heuristics: a (i) Random and (ii) Greedy

approach.

The random approach works by stochastic selecting values to compose the solu-

tion. As we use stochastic approaches that work with computational intelligence behind

them, it is expected that GA, Clonalg, and GRASP have a better performance than

a completely random method.

The greedy approach works by sorting the values and selecting those not present

in the solution (avoiding repetition) that better optimize the fitness function.

2.2.5 Summary of Heuristics

In this section, we reviewed several heuristics used for function optimization. Ta-

ble 2.3 list all heuristics considered in this work, showing their main characteristics. Here,

we exploit a diverse set of heuristics and meta-heuristics, aiming to investigate those which

can generate the best routes in different scenarios.
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Method Bio-Inspired Evolutive Local Search Category
Genetic Algorithm ✓ ✓ X Bio Inspired

Clonalg ✓ ✓ X Bio Inspired
GRASP X X ✓ Meta-heuristic
Greedy X X X Naive Model
Random X X X Naive Model

Table 2.3: Heuristics are considered in this work.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss related studies to our work dividing into three main

topics: datasets used in tourism-related work (Section 3.1); POI Recommender Systems

(Section 3.2); and Tourism Trip Design Problem (Section 3.3), where we present works

similar to in focus with our proposal. Finally, in Section 3.4 we present a summary of the

literature, distinguishing our contribution in a broad view.

3.1 Datasets

The act of travel is part of human history and became much easier in the last years

due to the increase in mobility and information access [38]. With the popularization of the

web, people were encouraged to search about new destinies that they could visit. Besides,

users were now able to share their experiences with other people through social networks

and traveling specific platforms [86]. The popularization of these platforms made studying

tourism a simpler task given the amount of data available [46, 3].

There are currently available in the literature datasets extracted from Location-

Based Social Networks (LBSNs) as Gowalla, Foursquare and Yelp, and Travel Social

Networks (TSNs) as TripAdvisor, Real Travel, and Travello, which are mainly used for

the task recommendation and route generation.

LBSNs are social platforms where users share in real-time their geospatial location

and visit timestamp, composing a visit check-in [5]. The users of these platforms show a

pattern of use on a regular daily basis, and about 90% of their transitions are between

places are within the 50 km range [51]. Corroborating with that, the work of [35] shows

that most of the locations are followed by fewer than 5 locations consecutively, showing

that users have a similar visitation pattern.

Considering LBSNs datasets available in the literature, two different sets of features
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can be found. Datasets from Foursquare and Gowalla present a small set of features,

composed of the User identifier, POI identifier, POI category, and timestamp. In this case,

works that employ Foursquare and Gowalla data assume that if a user visited a place,

then, the user has liked, due to the fact that no explicit feedback is available [44, 88, 87].

On the other hand, Yelp data is more suited for recommendation, given that besides

having the check-in data, it enables the users to share an explicit evaluation for each POI.

However, in the case of route recommendation (TTDP) it lacks some vital information to

produce and evaluate routes in the real world, as the places price.

Besides LBSNs, TSN data is also widely used in tourism evaluation [40, 78]. TSNs

are social platforms focused on tourism where users can share places visited and reviews

with other travelers. Different from LBSNs, TSNs have a focus on a ”couch review”, i.e.

the travelers make their review after visiting a place and in many cases months after that

visit. In this scenario, the check-in time is not available, only the month and year of

visit. However, the information presented in a TSN review is more detailed, given that

the user supplies explicit ratings to aspects such as place service, cleanness, and location,

also providing a written review. The main advantage of TSN datasets over Yelp data is

that places owners also share their profile, defining features such as price, and opening

hours, having a closer relationship with the travelers.

Besides the use of TSNs/LBSNs data, it is also common in the literature the use

of different datasets in tourism-related works. In some cases, external datasets are used

to increase the amount of data and enhance the quality of data, making it more suited

for real scenarios [40]. Below, we make a small summary of other data sources applied in

the literature.

• General Purpose Social Networks: Social media platforms that not focus only

on tourism or tourism-related data, but also on other subjects [58]. Examples:

Twitter, Flick, Instagram.

• Human Mobility Platforms: Platform that works as digital maps or guides for

users in the city [28, 9, 12, 78, 24, 85]. Examples: GoogleMaps, OpenStreet Maps.

• Synthetic: Randomly generated data [53, 49, 93, 33].

• Open-source encyclopedia: Collaborative encyclopedias, where any person can

edit the information available [9, 85]. Example: Wikipedia.

• Governmental Data: Data gathered and made available by governmental plat-

forms [74, 29, 49, 93, 58].

• Blogs and Travelogues: Social diaries that are available to any reader [36]. Ex-

ample: Travel Triangle.
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With exception of human mobility platforms, like Google and OpenStreet maps,

that are used to complement the data by supplying information about the real distance

between POIs [28, 9, 12, 78, 24, 85], all other data sources presents disadvantages in

comparison with LBSNs and TSNs datasets.

Even though data from General-purpose SNs, open-source encyclopedias, blogs,

and travelogues present a vast amount of textual [9, 36, 85] and image data [9, 85, 14, 65]

that are used to extract features of places and users, the treatment of the data is usually

very costly, due to the fact that these are usually in an unstructured format. Besides

that, explicit feedback in the format of ratings is for the most part never present, which

makes it harder to extract and measure the opinion of a user towards a POI.

In conclusion, TSN and LBSN datasets are usually more suited for tourism scenar-

ios, due to the fact that these data have been extensively evaluated in several works [51,

86, 40, 44], and are less costly to treat due to their semi-structured format. If we compare

TSN and LBSN directly, each of them will be suited for different tasks. For example, TSN

data cannot be used on the task of the Next POI recommendation due to the granularity

of timestamp data. However, TSN data usually present more attributes from POIs given

that these are filled by the place owners. These attributes are essential when testing

applications in real-world scenarios.

3.2 POI Recommendation

POI recommendation is the task of suggesting new places for users to visit based

on their history. Since the use of LBSN has popularized, the interest of academics and

industry has increased further [92, 51]. As stated in [5], ”location data bridges the gap

between the physical and digital world and enables a deeper understanding of users’

preferences and behavior”. The same statements work for other tourism-related data.

In the tourism context, several papers have developed solutions that aim to recommend

places, been called e-service or e-tourism. As pointed out in [6], tourism is a field that

depends on the personal interests and preferences of people. Thus, recommender systems

assist tourism by giving the opportunity to offer a better and personalized service to

customers.

Different from conventional recommendation scenarios (e.g. movie recommenda-

tion), POI recommendation is considered to be a harder task, due to geographical (e.g.

physical constraints between the POIs) [13], social (e.g. friends can influence on the user

visit) [92, 5] and temporal (e.g. places are more searched on summer) influences [51]. Be-
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sides, the number of instances tends to be much smaller, sparser, and noisier than in book

and movie scenarios [6, 84]. Also, the heterogeneity of information in social networks

describes the user activity from a variety of perspectives and through different types of

data (e.g. photos, text, check-ins), which lead to a vast literature that focuses on different

approaches for accomplishing the POI recommendation task [15, 90, 21].

First works on POI recommendation system, focused on recommending a top k list

of locations to be chosen by the user [15, 48, 82, 90]. Due to the many aspects that make

the POI recommendation scenario harder, works propose methodologies based on the use

of additional information. As stated in [76], additional data allows for more accurate

recommendations than traditional methods, thus, works exploit geo-coordenates [15, 48],

social ties [82, 90], POI category [89, 47] and timestamp [90] to enhance predictions

quality.

The works of [15, 48] consider the geographical influence in their recommendation.

The geographical influence is crucial in POI RS due to physical constraints [13]. By

considering such influence, algorithms avoid recommending places too far from the main

location, due to the fact that users tend to check in around several centers (e.g. home

and workplace) [15]. Corroborating with that, the work of [48] verify that users tend

to visit new places near locations already visited, leveraging their model by the use of

geographical influence on different regions.

As previously stated, one important aspect that can influence the POIs visited by

the user is their social ties, given that friends in LBSN share more common interests than

non-friends [92]. Even though some authors consider the social influence limited [15], the

work of [76] considers users connections as important as geographical constraints. Social

influence has been treated in different ways in the literature. The work of [76], known

as LFBCA, models a social graph where both user preference and social influence are

modeled by distinct edges [92]. In [82, 90] the social influence is modeled by using the

user history similarity (based on check-ins) and friends based similarity (based on direct

links) and using both of them in a CF system called Friend-based Collaborative Filtering

(FCF).

The work of [89], known as GeoSoca, joins geographical, users, and categorical

influence. In their work, authors state that the category of a POI reflects its business

activities, nevertheless, this information can be leveraged to discover patterns of prefer-

ential categories in the user history. As stated in [47], the categorical information has an

influence due to users’ specific hobbies. However, in some cases, even though, categorical

influence enhances prediction accuracy, it creates a bubble for the user, where only a few

categories will be recommended.

The work of [90] considers that another aspect of human mobility that can assist in

the recommendation is the sequential patterns presented in human movement. Sequential

influences are not fully explored in the single POI recommendation scenario, however is
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a solid ground for the scenario of Next POI recommendation (NPR).

NPR consists of the task of recommending a POI for a user based on his current

location [84]. The task of NPR is considered to be harder than traditional POI recom-

mendation given that sequential check-in interactions are even sparser, thus, the amount

of data is more scarce [84, 91]. The work of [91] states that the geographical distance

between POIs is what makes NPR a different task than other next recommendation prob-

lems. The work of [84] considers the temporal aspect fundamental on NPR task, given

that POIs have different popularity in different time slots (e.g., a club is more visited in

night periods). The work of [35] focused on identifying similar locations and using regular

transitions to identify transitional patterns, hence, this work directly tackles the sparsity

problem.

If we consider all recommendations within a period of time it is possible to identify

routes, which directly relate NPR to the task investigated in this work. Nevertheless,

the task of NPR considers as input the current time and place, and does not take into

consideration several constraints that are considered in routing problems as (i) distance

time between places, (ii) transportation type, (iii) budget and (iv) place working hours

(i.e. open and end hours). Nevertheless, we believe that with adaptations it would be

possible to use results of the Next POI recommendation algorithms in automated route

planning techniques.

Another branch of POI recommendation is the scenario of in/out-of-town POI

recommendation [83, 61]. Recall that several studies have shown that users exhibit a

pattern of visiting nearby POIs and use geographic information as leverage for their

recommendation [15, 48]. Nevertheless, when visiting places outside users’ usual locations

these algorithms cannot perform so well, making the task of recommending in this scenario

even harder due to sparsity [21]. Nevertheless, some efforts in the literature focus on good

recommendations in scenarios when users are in their hometown and when they are out

of their town.

In [61], authors state that in scenarios of out-of-town recommendation the task

of POI recommendation is more important, given the little knowledge that a user has

on the new town. The authors also argue that in this scenario recommending sets of

nearby locations can be beneficial for users, given their reduced schedule when traveling.

With a different perspective, the work of [81] argues that the main problem in out-of-

town recommendation is the cold-start problem, given that the interest of users drifts in

different cities and the travel intention can also affect their visits.

In this work, we test 5 different literature proposals to our task of recommendation.

It was considered works that deal with different influences in their evaluations. This work

was considered USG [82] and MGMPFM [15] which considers geographical influence,

GeoSoca [89] which considers geographical and categorical influences, LFBCA that

considers social influence [76], and LORE [90] that considers geographical, social, and
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temporal influences. It is noteworthy that these works originally use LBSN datasets in

their evaluation, thus, some adaptations were made so it can deal with TripAdvisor data.

This process is detailed in Chapter 5.

3.3 Route Recommendation

In the tourism context, several works tackle the Tourist Trip Design Problem

(TTDP), which aims to design the tour that maximizes the user profit, while respect-

ing user and place constraints. As stated in [78], this problem is a combination of the

traveling salesman and the knapsack problem, resulting in the so-called Orienteering Prob-

lem (OP) [30]. The first work to model the OP in the tourism scenario was [75]. Given

the high applicability of this problem on the tourism scenario, the authors named the OP

in the tourism context as Tourism Trip Design Problem (TTDP).

The OP can be formulated as follow, let G = (V,E) be a graph where each vertex

v ∈ V has associated a weight wv ∈ R+ of profits, been W = {w0, w1, ..., wv}. Given a

starting node s, a terminal node f , where s, f ∈ V , and a positive time budget B, the

goal is to find a path from s to f (in our tour s = f), with length at most B such that

the total profit of the visited nodes is maximized.

As we can see, this problem can be easily mapped in the tourist problem if we

consider the city as a graph the nodes in V are the places that can be visited, the edges in

E are the connections between places, w is the profit gained in each visited place and B

would be the amount of time available to spend in the city. In this scenario, we consider

as a basic restriction the time constraint. In the literature the OP modeling has been

re-visited through many perspectives, adding more constraints [74, 28, 1].

Place Time The modeling considered in OP does not deal with one important aspect

when traveling which is the time windows (i.e. opening and closing time of places). Hence,

OP modeling considers that all POIs are available on a 24 x 7 basis [28]. However, in

realistic scenarios where each place is associated with working hours, the OP fails to

properly model these characteristics. Thus, new modeling called Orienteering Problem

with Time Windows (OPTW) was proposed considering an additional constraint where

each place has its own time window. Hence, in the OPTW besides having to maximize

the path (or route) in a time budget B, each node is associated with a time window where

the place can be accessed [30, 26, 73].
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Time Budget/Daily Distance/Max. Daily Places In different works, the con-

straint B, usually considered as the time budget, can also be replaced by different restric-

tions as daily distance [44, 58, 65, 32], or maximum daily places to be visited [65, 32, 85].

In all cases, these constraints aim to limit the number of places that will be visited in one

day.

Multiple Transport Types The consideration of the places’ working hours (time win-

dows) in the TTDP lead the works [88, 87] to also consider the uncertainty of traveling

time due to traffic conditions. When traveling many different options are available for

moving from one place to another, such as walking, taxi, metro, and transport apps [32].

Each of these options would have a different time and money cost. As stated in [88], the

traveling time can impact deeply on the route schedule given that POI has working hours.

The works of [32, 9] tackle this problem by enabling the user to choose between multiple

transportation types. Nevertheless, the authors do not consider several important aspects

when treating multiple transportation types. First, this work does not consider the time

spent moving from a place to the bus stop or train station (when using this transportation

type). Second, is not considered that can be a waiting time until the public transportation

passes. Aiming to tackle this problem, the work of [28] uses different modeling for OP, so-

called Time-Dependent OP (TDOP) which was introduced by [23]. In the TDOP another

variable was also considered in the OP which considers the time-dependence when moving

along nodes [30]. This time-dependence is taken into consideration when selecting public

transportation. Lastly, the work of [12] gives the user option to select between walking

or car in their travels. To avoid traffic-related modeling and problems, the work of [24]

only considers on-foot-tours in their work.

Climate Data One important factor that can directly impact the traffic and user expe-

rience is the weather [28]. In [40], authors show the importance of climate features on the

forecast of visits in a place. Especially when considering outdoor (i.e. open door) places,

the weather can spoil the user experience. Avoiding to recommend outdoor places in bad

weather scenarios, the work of [28, 29] makes use of climate data. In this scenario, the

author does not take into consideration specific temperatures, but the general character

of the day, as rainy or hot.

Rec. Sys. Personalization Another important aspect of tour recommendation is

personalization. Through the use of personal data, it is possible to maximize the user

experience, selecting only places that are similar to the user’s historic taste [74]. In

the tourist problem, several types of personalization were considered and can lead to a

discussion on what is considered to be personalized. For example, the works of [49, 93],

consider user constraints as a type of personalization given that the spatio-temporal route
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structure will be directly linked to when and where the route will start. Going further

in personalization the work of [70] made personalized routes through the use of large

questionnaires, enabling to make a descriptive profile of what users liked and what would

be recommended. Similarly, the work of [69] used semantic matching to evaluate the

similarity of a user profile with other profiles evaluated. The works of [26, 67] focused on

constructing routes without the need for excessive data input by the user. To make it

personalized, the authors enabled users to edit these routes through adding and removal of

POIs in the route. More recently, the work of [32] focus on creating routes based on ordered

places that the user indicated. In [74], the authors personalize their routes by using users’

context, interest, and keywords inputted by the user. Even though these operations could

lead to a more suitable route for the user, the number of manual operations needed was

too excessive.

One of the advantages of using social media data is the fact that these platforms

concentrate a lot of user data, requiring near minimum user input. Taking advantage

of this fact, the work of [53] made use of data from LBSN in a Collaborative Filtering

RS to identify users’ preferences and posteriorly recommend routes. This methodology is

called ”Filter first, tour second” [44]. Following this methodology, the works of [88, 87,

44, 14] made use of RS with heuristics to make personalized tour recommendations. With

exception of [14], all other works used CF as the main technique in RS. In [14], authors

used a hybrid RS based on deep learning. In their methodology POI textual and category

information is taken into account in the RS.

In another direction, the work of [9, 65] recommends personalized routes by con-

sidering the similarity of places previously visited with new locations.

Money Cost Even though data extracted from LBSNs can enhance personalization in

routes, as stated before, one feature that is not present in this type of dataset is the price

of activities. When considering realistic tour recommendations, the cost can be essential

to define if a user will visit a place or not. The work [53, 44] introduces money constraints

in their model. Nevertheless, in their evaluation random values are used as price per

category, thus, the datasets used in these works are not suited for evaluation in real

scenarios. The work of [65] only considers the travel cost given multiple transportation

modes, instead of considering the cost of visiting a place. To the best of our knowledge,

Planet Caravan is the only work to consider real data to analyze the validity of the budget

constraint.

Single/Multiple Days One factor that is especially impacted by the money budget is

the number of days that a user will be traveling. The work of [24] asserts that most trips

range from 3-8 days, which makes most of the works in the literature unsuitable for real

scenarios, given that only a few of them perform multiple-day tour recommendations [74,
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28, 12, 44, 24]. Multiple day tours can be considered a more difficult task given that

opening the possibility for categorical diversification, hotel selection, and unexpected

events may make the planning infeasible [74].

Category/Diversity Diversification in tours is a common matter not only on works

that perform recommendations on a multiple-day basis. Diversification focus on recom-

mending distinct places on the route, avoiding recommending bundles of venues of the

same category. Diversification has been treated in three different ways in the literature.

One simple approach is to avoid visiting repeated places on the same day, which we con-

sider to be done by all proposals. Another way is to consider only n POIs from the same

category can be visited in a day, where n > 0 [44, 53]. In this case, the diversification

is left to user choice and enables to make category-specific tours within the tours, for

example, historic and gastronomic tours. A more sophisticated way is to consider user

history to select the categories most visited and then select places that are within the

users past categories [58]. In this case, the recommendations made by the algorithm can

be very similar, leading to the problem of recommendation bubble [57].

Hotel Selection The work of [24] states that multiple days proposals can lead to unbal-

anced tours where the places with the highest ratings are concentrated in the first days.

Thus, this work aims to produce multiple day tours where the satisfaction of tourists is

maximized each day. The main limitation of this work is that the authors consider that

each day the user will start the tour at a point in the center of a target city. Considering

realistic scenarios this only would be possible if the user selects a hotel in the city center,

which cannot happen always given the cost of hotels. Besides that, hotel selection can

be a tiresome task for tourists that are not familiar with their destination area, and this

scenario is worsened in long trips [30], where the hotel selection is essential to good travel.

To solve this case, a new variant of the OP was introduced in [18], the so-called OP with

Hotel Selection (OPHS) or Orienteering Problem with Intermediate Facilities (OPIF). In

this case, the goal is to determine a fixed number of connected places that maximize

the sum of collected profits. In these tours, the first and the last places of each day is

the selected hotel [30]. In this scenario, the hotels’ utility is not considered. In [28, 44],

authors state that the hotel selection is essential for the recommendation of good routes,

due to the fact that a poor hotel selection can lead to high travel time between the hotel

and POIs.

Mandatory Places Lastly, when visiting a new place, there are some places that the

tourist can consider a must-visit, for example, the Cristo Redentor in Rio de Janeiro.

In this case, the tours generated can or cannot pass through the Cristo Redentor. In

cases where the tourist wants to visit a place, but the route does consider that place, the
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user experience is not fully achieved. To tackle this problem, the work of [44] introduces

the concept of mandatory places. Mandatory places are points pre-selected by the user

that must be visited. Thus, the work of [44] focus on generating a tour that contains all

mandatory points and maximizes the score of the places visited.

3.4 Summary of Related Works

In this section, we reviewed previous studies on POI and route recommendations

that provide motivation for research goals in this work. In comparison to prior work, we

perform personalized tour recommendations with hotel selection for multiple days, consid-

ering aspects such as climate, time windows, money budget, and multiple transportation.

Besides that, we also propose the use of a new constraint called appointments. By using

the appointments constraint we enable users to build a trip around their schedule. For

example, consider a researcher in a conference in a new town that wants to watch only a

few presentations and in their free time wants to visit other places in the city. In this case,

the person inputs their appointment, and the trip that maximizes the researcher schedule

is assembled. Moreover, in our work, we use data from TripAdvisor which contains the

real price of hotels, restaurants, and attractions. To the best of our knowledge this is the

first work to make an evaluation using real cost data.

The Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 summarize the previous studies showing their con-

straints, datasets, and algorithms used. In the last row of the first two tables, we show

how our work, and how it compares itself to the literature.
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[44] ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ - ✓ ✓ - ✓ CF
[53] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - - ✓ - - ✓ - - - - ✓ CF
[45] ✓ ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[49] ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[29] ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - -
[9] ✓ ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - -
[33] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - -
[58] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - -
[14] ✓ ✓ - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ Hybrid
[78] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - -
[88] ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ CF
[65] ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - - - - -
[32] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - ✓ - - ✓ - ✓ - - - - -
[12] ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - - - - - - -
[85] ✓ ✓ - - - - - ✓ - - - ✓ - ✓ - - -
[87] ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ CF
[36] ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[28] - - ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - - ✓ - - - -
[74] - ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - - - - - - -
[24] - ✓ ✓ - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - -
Planet Caravan (Our Work) - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ CF

Table 3.1: Constraints literature review.
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Paper Dataset Dataset Type Algorithm/Heuristic
[44] Foursquare LBSN GRASP
[53] Gowalla, Synthetic LBSN DBScan
[45] GoogleMaps Maps GA
[49] Governmental, Synthetic Governmental GA, DEA
[29] Governmental Governmental ILS
[9] Flickr, Wikipedia, Google Maps SN ILS
[33] Foursquare, Synthetic LBSN Greedy
[58] Twitter, Governmental SN Vader
[93] Governmental, Synthetic Governmental ACO, DEA
[14] Flickr SN ILS
[78] TripAdvisor, Google Maps TSN GA
[88] Yelp, Foursquare LBSN Greedy, DP, Heuristic, DFS
[65] Flickr SN NSGA-II
[32] Foursquare LBSN DP, Greedy
[12] Minube, Google Maps TSN K-Means, HC, WBFS
[85] Flickr, Wikipedia, TripAdvisor, GoogleMaps SN GA
[87] Yelp, Foursquare LBSN Greedy, DP, Heuristic, DFS
[36] Travelogues Blogs and Travelogues Static Heuristic
[28] TripAdvisor, Google Maps TSN ILS
[74] Governmental Governmental GRASP
[24] GoogleMaps, Foursquare Maps Greedy, MaxMin
Planet Caravan (Our Work) TripAdvisor, OpenStreet Maps, Blogs TSN GA, Clonalg, GRASP, Greedy, Random

Table 3.2: Datasets and algorithms used in the literature.
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Initials Algorithm
DFS Depth First Search
DP Dynamic Programming
ACO Ant Colony Optimization
DEA Different Evolutionary Algorithm
GA Genetic Algorithm
HC Hill Climbing
WBFS Weighted Best-First Search
ILS Iterated Local Search

Table 3.3: Algorithms used in the literature.
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Chapter 4

Route Generation Framework

This chapter describes the solution we present for the Orienteering Problem. Note

that in this work we focus on constructing personalized routes and modeling real-world

constraints. To accomplish so we divide our problem into two main tasks: personalization

through a matrix completion process, and route construction through a linear mixed-

integer programming model for the OP. We base our modeling on the work of [44]. In

summary, a linear mixed-integer model is an optimization problem in which a set of

integer and continuous variables co-exist. The constraints are all linear equations and

inequalities, and the objective is a function to be minimized/maximized [80].

POI Recommendation/Matrix Completion In our first task, consider a city with

n places, and a tourist which is visiting such city. This user is represented by a vector of

ratings Ri ∈ R+, which contains a rating for each place i previously visited by this user.

Considering that the user visited k of the n places in the city, the goal of this task is to

fill R such that a personalized (based on previous experience) rating (utility) to the n−k

non-visited places are given.

Route Generation Assume now that this tourist (user) is traveling this city for p days

with the aim of visiting a maximum number m of POIs every day. This user aim is to

generate daily tours dividing the places in the city into three sets: Mandatory set M
that consists of the set of must-visit POIs, Appointments A that consists of the set of

must-visit POIs with an associated schedule, and an Optional set O that consists on the

set of POIs that the user can optionally visit during the p days. Note that while the places

in the setsM and A must be visited at least once, not all places in O may be visited.

Considering that in the matrix completion step each POI i is associated with a

rating (utility) Ri that defines the user’s personal preferences, being this value defined by

a recommender system technique, the tourist goal is to find a subset of M
⋃
A
⋃
O

which maximizes the utility of places visited. Considering that a variable X is a

binary matrix that defines whether a place j was visited after i in a day d, the objective

function of this problem is expressed by the equation below:
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max

p∑
d=0

n∑
i=0

n∑
j=0

Xd
i,jRi, (4.1)

Let G = (V,E) be a directed-complete graph representing the city. Let V =

{v0, v1, ..., vn} represent the set of vertices which correspond to places available to be

visited, where each place v ∈ V is associated with a utility Rv, a category Cv, a cost

Cv ∈ R+, a visiting time sdv for each day d, and a opening Od
v and closing time

Hd
v . The first h nodes of this graph are hotels, and n is the number of nodes in G.

Additionally, V defines the set of all places in the route, and Vc is the set of places

excluding starting and ending points. Each place v ∈ Vc can be either a mandatory, an

appointment, or an optional place. Each edge connecting the POIs has its corresponding

weight D = {Di,j, i ̸= j}|Di,j → R+, that denotes the distance between two places. Our

aim can be adapted in this graph to find a cycle (e.g. the path that starts and ends

at the same node) in G that maximizes the utility R while respecting the sets

of real-world constraints. Is noteworthy that to each place attribute defined above a

correspondent user constraint value is defined. Below we present all these constraints and

the users’ inputs.

Recall that we defined the cost (e.g. entrance fees, food price) of visiting each

place i as Ci. In this scenario, users define the total budget b ∈ R+ that they are willing

to spend on all the travel. The cost constraint is defined by the Equation 4.2:

p∑
d=0

n∑
i=0

n∑
j=0

Xd
i,jCi ≤ b (4.2)

Users also define the amount w ∈ R+ that is willing to cover per day. The Equa-

tion 4.4, presents the daily distance constraint:

n∑
i=0

n∑
j=0

Xd
i,jDi,j ≤ w, ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} (4.3)

Besides being daily limited by the maximum distance w, the users route is also

daily limited by the maximum amount of places m ∈ Z+|m > 0, that can be visited. The

daily activities constraint is presented in the Equation 4.4:

n∑
i=0

n∑
j=0

Xd
i,j ≤ m+ 1, ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} (4.4)

The Equation 4.5, ensures the solution connectivity and handle symmetrical

solutions.

Xd
i,j +Xd

j,i ≤ 1, ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀i ∈ Vc, ∀j ∈ Vc (4.5)
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Further, the Equation 4.6 defines themultiple visit constraint, avoiding re-visits

in the same day:

n∑
i=0

Xd
i,k =

n∑
j=1

Xd
k,j ≤ 1, ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀k ∈ V (4.6)

Recall that in our modeling each place is also associated with a category, such

as hotels, churches, restaurants, and museums. Let C denote the set of categories C =

{0, 1, ..., nc}, where the category C0 defines a hotel. Let a binary matrix Ki,c denote

whether a POI i belongs to the category c ∈ C. In this scenario, we define two category-

based constraints. First, a value qd ∈ Z+|qd > 0, defined by the user restricts the number

of places from the same category that can be visited in one day. The category constraint

is presented in the Equation 4.7:

n∑
i=0

n∑
j=0

Ki,cX
d
i,j ≤ qd, ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀c ∈ Cn{0} (4.7)

Following, a hotel constraint defines that only the first and last place visited in

a day can be a hotel, given by the Equation 4.8:

n∑
i=h

n∑
j=h

Ki,cX
d
i,j = 0, ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, c ∈ C, c = 0 (4.8)

Recall that we defined a setM of mandatory places to be visited. Places in this

set, must be visited at least one time during all traveling days this POIs must be allocated.

Thus, the Equation 4.9 presents the mandatory constraint:

p∑
d=0

n∑
i=0

Xd
i,k =

p∑
d=0

n∑
j=1

Xd
k,j ≥ 1, ∀k ∈M (4.9)

Next, we present all time-related constraints. A place time interval is composed

of an opening time Od
i and a closing time Hd

i where the user can visit the POI. Each

place has also a sdi that defines the time spent in a place i in a day d. For the user, the

variable adi defines the arrival time on the place i on a day d. Whenever a user traverses

the arc (i, j) ∈ E a time cost Di,j incurs on the user time. Even though this time cost is

independent of the day, it is dependent on the user transportation type (e.g. on foot, by

car).

First, we define the auxiliary Equation 4.10 which defines the time of activity end

for a place i:

f(i, j, d) = Xd
i,j(a

d
i + sdi +Di,j) (4.10)

Following, the Equation 4.11 presents the overlapping time constraint that

verifies if there is no overlapping between the place i activity end and place j activity

start:
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f(i, j, d) ≤ adj , ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀i ∈ Vc, ∀j ∈ Vc (4.11)

The Equation 4.12 defines the place open constraint which avoids visits outside

the place working hours by verifying if a place is open during the visit time:

Od
i ≤ Xd

i,j(a
d
i + sdi ) ≤ Hd

i , ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀i ∈ Vc, ∀j ∈ Vc (4.12)

The user activity hours constraint defined in the Equation 4.13, consider users

activities time box to define wheter visit a place or not:

ud
s ≤ f(i, j, d) ≤ ud

e, ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀i ∈ V , ∀j ∈ V , (4.13)

where, ud
s is the users’ activity start time and e ud

e end time, defining the user hour

to leave the hotel and the maximum hour that the user must be at the hotel.

Lastly, we present the constraint related to the set of appointments A. The places
in the set A are associated with a start hour Sd

k and end hour Ed
k of the appointment,

defining the time that the user must be at the place and the time that must leave, where

k ∈ A is an appointment to be visited in the day d. In this case, the user can arrive

earlier for the appointment but can not be late. Similarly, the tourist can leave the place

after the end of the appointment, but can not leave earlier.

The Equation 4.14 defines the appointments constraint, which defines that the

places in A must be visited at least once.

n∑
i=0

Xd
i,k =

n∑
j=1

Xd
k,j ≥ 1, ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀k ∈ A (4.14)

Complementary the Equation 4.15 defines the appointments hours constraint,

which associates each place in the appointment set to its correspondent time interval.

Sd
k ≤ Xd

i,k(a
d
k + sdk) ≤ Ed

k , ∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀k ∈ A (4.15)

Figure 4.1 illustrates how the routes are represented with a small example. Con-

sidering a city with 6 different places, where the places 0 and 1 are hotels, and the

remaining POIs belong to other categories, the figure shows a sample route for a 2-days

trip, presenting its initial representation and its representation in the X matrix.
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Figure 4.1: Example of route represented in the mathematical modeling.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Methodology

In this chapter, we present the methodology proposed to tackle the Orienteering

Problem. We organize this chapter into four main sessions followed by a summary section.

First, in Section 5.1, we described datasets. Section 5.2 introduces the architecture:

Personalize First - Tour Second where we show the implementation and parameterization

of the techniques used. In Section 5.3 we present implementation details of the heuristics

tested in our work. Lastly, in Section 5.4 we present the experimental evaluation, defining

how was analyzed the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.

5.1 Data Collection

Recall that, most works in POI and route recommendation use LBSN data in

their evaluations given the availability of these datasets in the literature [44, 53, 33].

Nevertheless, as discussed before, LBSN data do not present some characteristics that we

consider essential to a real-world evaluation in scenarios of route recommendation as POI

working hours, availability, and cost. In this case, data from TSN, as TripAdvisor is more

suited for such analyzes. Besides containing more information, TripAdvisor is currently

the most popular travel website [40], having about 390 million monthly unique visitors. In

this section, we present our datasets which contain all TripAdvisor’s data available from

5 different cities: Tiradentes, Ouro Preto, San Gimignano, Cannes, and Ibiza,

enriched with cost data, map, and environmental data.
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Info Tiradentes Ouro Preto San Giminignano Cannes Ibiza
D
a
te
s

Start Date 01/12/2007 01/08/2005 01/08/2003 01/03/2004 01/07/2005
End Date 05/05/2020 10/05/2020 04/05/2020 11/05/2020 14/05/2020

R
e
v
ie
w

In
fo # of Restaurants 29541 25254 44235 22155 201841

# of Attractions 13518 27513 18302 18560 40554
# of Hotels 13299 14705 27936 30357 54051

# of Vacation Rentals 46 73 1217 2676 1489

P
O
I
In

fo

# of Restaurants 147 295 105 47 1510
# of Attractions 36 110 70 54 145

# of Hotels 173 176 165 162 5
# of Vacation Rentals 6 9 172 431 226

S
ta

ts
.

# of users 24701 25753 64874 51007 122986
Sparsity 99.3% 99.5% 99.6% 99.7% 99.8%

City Area1 83KM2 1245KM2 138KM2 19.62KM2 571.6KM2

Table 5.1: Basic description of the TripAdvisor dataset for each city.

5.1.1 Datasets Description

Our dataset collection contains all the data available on TripAdvisor from 5

different cities around the world: Tiradentes, Ouro Preto, San Gimignano, Cannes, and

Ibiza. We choose these cities because we wanted all the data available for entire cities.

We point out that we tried to collect larger cities like New York and Paris, nevertheless,

the collecting time was prohibitive. From the datasets we collected, the POIs of each city

can be divided into 4 categories: restaurants, attractions, hotels, and vacation rentals.

To extract this data, we developed a crawler responsible for automatically browsing

the TripAdvisor website collecting all content available to users and POIs. The data

collected was firstly in an unstructured format (e.g. HTML). A parser was developed

to retrieve the content within each page, pre-process, and store it in a semi-structured

format (e.g. CSV) data. From the data scrapped from TripAdvisor we mostly use POI

data (e.g., working hours, location, category, and price) and user historic data (e.g.,

previous ratings).

Table 5.1 shows the basic information of the data extracted for each city. In the

dates rows, it is possible to see the first and last entrance dates collected by each of the

cities. In the review info rows, it is possible to see the number of reviews for each of

the general categories considered. In the POI info, it is possible to see the amount of

POIs within each category. Lastly, we show some basic statistics for each of the datasets

considered.

In Chapter A we present the maps of each of the cities considered in our study.

Even though TripAdvisor data contains rich features that can be taken as leverage

in models, is common to find missing data. For example, in Tiradentes datasets, only 34%

of the restaurants have the real price information. This scenario is worse in public spaces

(e.g. plazas, churches, and landscapes), where the amount of information is more scarce,
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due to the fact that place administrators do not supply much information. In view of the

importance of the price information for real scenario evaluation of this problem, in both

cases, it was used different strategies to fill the costs. For restaurants and hotels, the price

was filled by measuring the similarity between the POIs within each category. We also

complement this data by using external data collected from Quanto Custa Viajar 2.

In the second scenario, the attractions price was filled as 0, due to the fact that the cost

of these public places is irrelevant when compared to hotels and restaurants.

One important aspect that must be considered when dealing with geographical

data is the distance between points. If we consider simple metrics such as the Haversine

or Euclidean, the distance between the points can be much smaller than the real distance,

due to the fact that these metrics do not consider physical constraints between the places.

To overcome this problem, we use maps from OpenStreetMaps (OSM) to measure the

distance between the POIs in the city. OSM shows as an advantage the fact that all data

is open, avoiding costs of consulting the data.

In this work, it is considered climate data in the evaluations. By considering envi-

ronmental data we avoid recommending to users outdoor places in cases of inappropriate

temperatures, such as hot and snowy days. For this task, we gather data from different

sources due to the fact that we deal with cities from different countries. For Brazilian

cities, we gathered historic climate data from the National Institute of Meteorology (In-

met) 3. For the European cities, we gathered data from the Climate Change Knowledge

Portal (CCKP) 4. From the INMET data, we have daily climate features since 2006, in

this case, we aggregate the min and max temperature monthly. For the CCKP data, we

have had a monthly climate since 1991.

5.2 Architecture

Our main goal is to recommend a personalized route for users given their con-

straints. To accomplish this we divided our proposed methodology into three steps: (i)

Recommendation, (ii) Data treatment and filtering, and (iii) Optimization.

The work of [44] previously proposed a methodology with a similar structure called

Filter-First, Tour Second. However, such naming does not fit well our work, given that

their proposal focuses on selecting top-k places to visit (filter step) and then perform

route generation based on these k places (tour step). In Planet Caravan the optimiza-

2https://quantocustaviajar.com/
3https://portal.inmet.gov.br/
4https://climateknowledgeportal.worldbank.org/download-data
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tion algorithm has the task to select the best places to visit, due to the fact that will

not only consider a place based on its rating but also consider the constraints (e.g. dis-

tance, category, working hours). Hence, we name the methodology proposed in Planet

Caravan as Personalize First, Tour Second. Figure 5.1 gives an overview of our proposed

methodology.

Recommender 
System

POIs Fitering

POI Info

P
er

so
n

al
iz

at
io

n
 S

te
p

Generate 
Solution

User Input

Route 
Construction 

Heuristic

Solution 
Enhancement 
Procedures

User recommendations

R
o

u
te C

o
n

stru
ctio

n
 S

tep

User constraints

User history

TripAdvisor and Blog data

TripAdvisor data

Figure 5.1: Overview of the methodology proposed in Planet Caravan.

Step 1: Recommendation

The first step of our methodology consists of the personalization part, where the

focus is to extract users’ preferences, and posteriorly make a route that maximizes those

preferences in each place. To accomplish that, this module outputs for each user a rating

for every place in the town. This way, the heuristics can make a route having a high

variety of places to choose from. This step comprehends to Personalize First.

TripAdvisor data has explicit feedback in form of ratings that ranges from 1 − 5,

where 1 is a place that the user did not like and 5 is a place that the user has liked

much. Thus, the recommendation algorithms have as input: place id, user id, rating. In

our work, we use the CF and random algorithms implementations available in the library

Surprise 5 available for the Python language.

Besides that, we also adapted five LBSN POI recommendation algorithms from

the literature to evaluate how these algorithms would behave using TSN datasets. As

these algorithms are more sophisticated, it takes a bigger amount of features. Table 5.2

shows the features used in each algorithm.

5http://surprise.readthedocs.io/
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Algorithm User ID Place ID Rating User History Geo Category Timestamp Social
CF algorithms ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - -

USG [82] ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - ✓
GeoSoca [89] ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - ✓
LORE [90] ✓ ✓ - - ✓ - ✓ ✓

MGMPFM [15] ✓ ✓ - - ✓ - - -
LFBCA [76] ✓ ✓ - - - - - ✓

Unpersonalized ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - -
Random ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - -

Table 5.2: Features used in each of the LBSN algorithms used in our work.

As we are adapting LBSN POI recommendation algorithms to work with TSN

data, some adjustments were made to the algorithms’ input and output.

On the inputs, the USG [82], GeoSoca [89], LORE [90] and LFBCA [76] algo-

rithms are needed as additional input social-ties data. To generate such data (not present

on TripAdvisor), we considered that if two users visited the same place a social connection

was formed between them. Other features needed for input as geographic location, times-

tamp, and category are present in the data collection, thus, no adaptation was needed for

such features.

On the output of these algorithms, a top-k recommendation sorted by a rating

in the range from 0 − 1 (0 most unlikely to recommend, 1 most likely to recommend) is

presented. As we aimed to have a prediction for each place in the city, and the TripAdvisor

feedback in a 1− 5 range, we selected k equal to the size of POIs in the city, thus having

a rating for each place in the city, and multiplied the prediction by 5, hence, getting

the output in the TripAdvisor’s range. Lastly, it is noteworthy that in our framework

any recommender system can be used as input for the optimization step, the only thing

needed is output is in the format of User ID, Place ID, and Rating.

Step 2: Data treatment and filtering

The second step of our methodology consists of the data treatment and filtering,

where we pre-process the data and join the users’ ratings with places features (e.g. working

hours, price, category, geo-location). By joining the data, we are able to filter invalid POIs

considering the users’ parameters. User parameters are inputted by the tourist, allowing

Planet Caravan to establish the traveler constraints, filter invalid POIs (e.g. expensive

POIs, POIs outside activity hours), and define the aspects of the route. These parameters

are:

• Travel dates (start and end) : The dates that the user plan to be traveling
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• Activity hours: The start and end hours that the user wants the activities to

happen

• Transportation type : Type of transportation that the user will use to move

around places (e.g. on foot, car)

• Max. daily walk : Max amount of KMs that a user is willing to cover in a day

• Max. category repetition : Max amount of times that a place in a category can

appear in a day

• Money budget : The amount of money that the users plan to spend in the trip

• Max. places: Max. amount of places that can be visited in one day

• Mandatory places : A list of places mandatory for the user to visit

• Appointments : A list of places that are mandatory and have a schedule constraint

attached

• Max. and min. temperature : The limit temperature for outdoor POI visitation

As the output of this step, we have a user-tailored dataset of places that can be

selected by the optimization algorithm. This output is structured to have all the data

needed for each of the constraints in the optimization module.

Step 3: Route construction

In the third step of our methodology, we present the module responsible for con-

structing the routes. This module is divided into two main parts (i) Solution Generation

and (ii) Route Constructing Heuristic.

Solution Generation Considering the initial set of POIs P which contains all valid

POIs for the tourist, this set can be dismembered in two subsets: H, which contains hotels

and vacation rentals, and A, which contains attractions and restaurants.

The start solution of our problem is given by an array of POIs S0, where S0 ⊆
A
⋃

H. The size of S0 is n, where n = p× v + 1, being v the maximum amount of POIs

that can be visited in one day, p the number of days that the user will stay in the city,

and one hotel.

During the Solution Generation phase, the selected places are defined following the

Equation 5.1.
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S0
i =

fselection(H), if i = 0

fselection(A), otherwise,
(5.1)

where i = 0 is a hotel or vacation rental and i > 0 is given by attractions and

restaurants.

The selection function fselection, can be different according to the heuristic used.

If the algorithm is greedy, the POIs in S0 are selected in a greedy fashion according

to the place rating, the higher the better. All other algorithms (Genetic Algorithm,

Clonalg, GRASP, and Random), have a similar selection function that selects POIs

to compose S0 in a random fashion.

Construction Heuristic After defining the start solution S0, a construction heuristic

tries to associate each place in S0 with a visit time, so-called check-in C. To accomplish

so, we develop a greedy algorithm [1] to define the places visiting order, and posteriorly

associate each POI to a check-in.

This algorithm generates a final solution S∗ by iteratively enqueuing a valid se-

quence of visits, i.e., a transition from a current place i to a place j that respects all

constraints. Every time a place is enqueued in S∗ this place is dequeued from S0. In

cases where adding a place i in S∗ makes the solution infeasible, this place i is replaced

from the beginning to the end of S0 to be re-evaluated later. This process repeats until

all places in S0 are dequeued, or after visiting a hotel all places in S0 were evaluated but

none is feasible.

Lastly, after defining S∗, we associate each place in S∗
i with a check-in Ci, that is

given by a tuple:

Ci = (S∗
i , t

ini
i , tendi ) (5.2)

Where tinii is the start and tendi the end time of each place i in S∗.

The Equation 5.3, defines the start time for each POI. The first place to be visited

must be a hotel and is defined to set a location to start the trip. All other places have

the start time defined by the end time of the last place and plus the walk time until the

current place given by the distance matrix Di−1,i.

The Equation 5.4 defines the end time for each POI. The end time for the first

place is defined by the start of the travel. For all other hotels, the place end time is

defined by the user time to start the activities in the day d. In these cases, every time the

users re-visit a hotel the time will passes until the next day activity starts hours. Thus,

the hotel will be the last activity of each day and can be considered a daily separator.

For all other places, the end time is defined by the start time of that place plus the time

recommended to be spent on that place si. The time recommended is retrieved from the

TripAdvisor data.
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tinii =

U0
s , if i = 0

tendi−1 +Di−1,i, otherwise
(5.3)

tendi =

Ud
s , if S∗

0 = S∗
i

tinii + si, otherwise
(5.4)

After defining the sequence and visit time of each place, our framework verifies if

all constraints defined in Chapter 4 are been satisfied. If all constraints are feasible then

a positive fitness is returned. Otherwise, the fitness value is multiplied by −1, penalizing
the solution. We noteworthy that this penalization does not consider several aspects of

a route, for instance, the number of constraints that were violated. In this scenario,

in future work we would like to explore better the penalization applied over the route,

investigating concepts such as weak and strong constraints.

Algorithm 1 Route Construction Heuristic

1: procedure Construct Route(S0)
2: flag ← True
3: i, niter ← 0
4: h← S0

0

5: S∗ ← ∅
6: S∗.enqueue(h)
7: S0.dequeue(h)
8: while flag do
9: if verify constraints(S∗, S0

i ) then
10: S∗.enqueue(S0

i )
11: S0.dequeue()
12: i← i+ 1
13: niter ← 0
14: if |S0| = 0 then
15: S∗.enqueue(h)
16: flag ← False

17: else
18: S0.enqueue(S0

i )
19: S0.dequeue()
20: if niter = |S0| then
21: n← |S∗| − 1
22: if S∗[n] = h then
23: flag ← False
24: else
25: S∗.enqueue(h)
26: niter ← 0
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5.3 Heuristics

Recall that the Tourism Trip Design Problem corresponds to a junction of two

different problems, the TSP and the Knapsack problem[78, 34, 44], and as shown in the

work of [39] this is an NP-Hard problem. Hence, it would not be possible to find an

optimal solution in a timely manner given that this problem belongs to the NP-Complete

class [16]. In this case, the solution found was to use algorithms that can achieve not-

exact-acceptable results in a reasonable amount of time, the so-called heuristics [31].

These heuristics have specific enhancement procedures that generate solutions with better

fitness.

In this work, we test five different optimization heuristics to solve the TTDP,

namely: Random, Greedy, GRASP, Genetic Algorithm (GA), Clonalg. As pre-

sented in Chapter 3, the Random Greedy are naive approaches,GRASP based on a

greedy randomized technique, and GA and Clonalg are bio-inspired techniques.

All these algorithms take as input a vector P = {S1
0 , S

2
0 , ..., S

n
0 } of solutions, where

n is the size of the population. As pointed before for Random, GRASP, GA and

Clonalg the vector P will be of random solutions, while for the Greedy algorithm the

vector P will be of greedy solutions. Recall that this step is described before as Solution

Generation step. After, we pass through the Construction Heuristic step, aiming

to measure the quality of each solution. It is noteworthy that at end of this process,

no enhancement procedure has been made in the solutions, but each solution Si
0 has an

associated fitness in a vector F = {f1, f2, ..., fn}, where fi ∈ R.

Naive Techniques Based on the fitness fi, both naive techniques will return as output

a solution i ∈ P where fi = Max(F ). It is noteworthy that for these approaches no

enhancement procedure is made over the solution initially generated on the Solution

Generation step. For the other heuristics, different enhancement procedures are applied

over P .

In this scenario, while the random algorithm will naturally generate different

solutions, the greedy algorithm will select the places with the highest fitness to compose

the route and make several routes with different orders for these selected places. With

the shuffling, even though the POIs in the greedy solutions are similar, the order of the

places is different, hence, producing different fitness values. In cases where several places

have the same rating (e.g. all places have the same rating), the selection is made in a

random fashion between those POIs with the highest ratings.

GRASP Recall that GRASP works with two main operations Solution Construc-

tion and Local Search. The stage of Solution Construction is made by taking as
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input the vector P and measuring the fitness F for each solution. For the solutions P ,

a solutions, where a ∈ Z+|a < |P |, are selected to compose the Restricted Candidate

List, based on a greedy criteria which aims to selected those solutions with highest fit-

ness. This process generates an sorted by fitness vector of solutions P sel = {Si
0, S

j
0, ..., S

k
0},

where (i, j, k) ∈ P , |P sel| = a and FP sel
0
≥ FP sel

1
≥ ... ≥ FP sel

a
. From the P sel vector a

solution must be selected. In our scenario an solution s = P sel
i |i ∈ P sel, where i is defined

based on the cardinality approach, given by the Equation 5.5. Being α ∈ R|0 ≤ α ≤ 1 a

hyper-parameter that defines how greedy is the selection criteria, thus as closer of 0 α is

the greedier is the selection criteria.

i = ⌊|P sel| × α⌋ (5.5)

Algorithm 2 Local Search

procedure Replace Places(S0, A, R, T , C, C)
2: i← 0

S∗ ← S0

4: for p ∈ S0 do
if Rp < 5 then

6: similar places← retrieve best similar POI(p,A,R, T, C, C)
flag ← True

8: j ← 0
while flag do

10: S∗
i ← similar placesj

if verify constraints(S∗) then
12: flag ← False

else
14: S∗

i ← p

j ← j + 1

16: i← i+ 1

After selecting a solution s, the next step of GRASP consists on the Local

Search over the solution s. The Local Search works by iteratively replacing the POIs

that compose the solution s. It is noteworthy, that the task of replacing the POIs in

the solution is not so trivial, given that each POI is attached to the visiting hours and

distance of the previous and next POI. To solve this problem we propose our local search,

presented in [2], that greedily identifies POIs similar to the one being replaced. The

characteristics considered by our algorithm to evaluate if a place can be the substitute

is similar category C, cost C and working hours T , and a rating R that must be higher

than the rating of the POI being replaced. By considering such similar aspects we avoid

disrespecting the category and visiting hours constraints, and by considering a place with

a higher rating we increase the solution fitness. At end of the Algorithm[2], a new solution

S∗ is returned with all the POIs swapped from the solution. GRASP will repeat the
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Figure 5.2: Crossover step performed in the Genetic Algorithm.

procedures described above for x iterations and will have as output the solution S∗ which

has the biggest fitness. It is noteworthy that the local search operation is very costly, due

to the fact that each swap demands a re-evaluation of the solutions, which is made by the

procedure that verifies constraints.

Bio-Inspired Techniques Now we present the enhancement procedures of the two

bio-inspired heuristics tested in our work GA and Clonalg. The GA is characterized

for having three solution enhancement procedures: Selection, Crossover, and Mu-

tation, while Clonalg also present three enhancement procedures: Selection, Clone,

and Mutation.

For the selection operation, which aims to select those solutions that are best

fitted, we use for bothGA andClonalg a tournament selection criteria. For the Tourna-

ment based selection, the heuristics randomly selects two solutions i, j, where i, j ∈ P .

These two solutions are compared in terms of fitness, and the solution with the highest

fitness is selected to compose a new population P sel. The Equation 5.6 shows how the

selection population is defined. It is noteworthy that the max function returns the i or j

according to each solution with the highest fitness.

P sel
k = Pmax(Fi,Fj) ∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., n− 1} (5.6)

The second operator of the GA, known as the crossover operator, aims to

enhance the quality of solutions by mixing the routes generated. The idea behind the

crossover is the simulation of the mixing of genetic material when organisms reproduce [20,

56]. For this work, we use a cut and splice technique, which works by randomly

selecting solutions i, j ∈ P sel, and for those solutions, the operator arbitrarily selects cut

points and joins these cuts to generate new solutions. For each pair of solutions i and j

selected, two new individuals sck and s(k+1)c will be generated as result of cut and splice

operator, where k ∈ Z+. The output of this step is a population P c = {sc1, sc2, ..., scn}.
Figure 5.2 illustrates how the cut and splice work on the individuals in our context.
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For the Clonalg, the second operation, known as clone, aims to replicate the

solutions directly proportional to its fitness score. The amount of clones for each individual

is defined by the condition Equation 5.7, where a is the maximum amount of copies that

a solution can have.

P c
k =

⌈(
Fk

max(F )
)× a⌉ if f > 0,∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}

0 otherwise
(5.7)

After defining the number of copies of each individual a new vector of solutions

called P c is created with all the clones for each solution.

The last step of both GA and Clonalg are similar and aim to input variability

on the solutions generated. The mutation step works by randomly selecting individuals

i ∈ P c based on a probability p that is a hyper-parameter of the model. For each solution

selected arbitrary genes are chosen and then replace with other random genes. It is

noteworthy that we do not consider hotels (the first position of each solution) in the

mutation step, given that by replacing the hotel there are chances of creating an invalid

individual due to the distance between the hotel and the POIs (distance constraint). At

end of this process, a population P = {sm1 , sm2 , ..., smn } of mutated solutions is generated.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the mutation for our scenario.

The enhancement procedures presented above are then repeated until it reaches the

stopping criteria. It is noteworthy that the route recommended is the one with maximum

fitness when the process stops. Thus, the final solution recommended is generated at the

construction heuristic step, hence, having a check-in for each place that will be visited.

Figure 5.3: Mutation step example.
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5.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present the experimental evaluation and parameters used to

evaluate the algorithms. Given the high amount of parameters for the RS, heuristics, and

the users, we opt to define a small set of parameters for each step. In this section, we

also show the metric used to evaluate the RS and describe how we assess the quality of

the routes generated by Planet Caravan.

5.4.1 Parametrization

In the RS step, we used standard parameters defined in the implementations. For

the heuristics we make an empiric study selecting the parameters that better balance the

fitness and the execution time. In Table 5.3, we define each of the hyperparameters used

in the heuristics. Greedy and random algorithms are not present given their lack of

hyper-parameters.

GA Clonalg GRASP
# of Iterations (Generations) 100 50 100
# of Solutions (Population) 100 50 100

Mutation Rate 0.15 0.2 -
Max Amount of Clones - 3 -
# Selected to Clone - 15 -
Selection Criteria - - Cardinality

Alpha - - 0.1

Table 5.3: Users’ parametrization profile.

For the users, we select a set of parameters to be evaluated, which evaluate different

aspects that we consider important when traveling that is, the total cost of a trip and the

distance traveled in one day. Table 5.4 describes these users’ profiles.

Profile Money Max. Distance Description
A 2500 10 KM Spends a little, walks a little
B 2500 20 KM Spends a little, walks a lot
C 5000 15 KM Spends average, walks average
D 10000 10 KM Spends a lot, walks a little
E 10000 20 KM Spends a lot, walks a lot

Table 5.4: Users’ parametrization profile.
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Besides that, the other parameters needed for the users are fixed. For each city, we

use a different set of parameters, given the differences in their environment (e.g. climate,

the distance between points).

To better illustrate that, consider the cities Ibiza and Ouro Preto. Ibiza is the city

with the second largest area while Ouro Preto is the city with the largest area. If we

evaluate the distribution of the POIs through the maps available we will see that most of

the POIs in Ouro Preto are concentrated in a small region, while the POIs in Ibiza are

spread through the island. In our evaluation, we realize that in some cities due to this

broad distribution of the places, walking on foot was not a viable option. Thus, in these

cases, we use a transportation mode by car.

The main difference between traveling on foot or by car is the speed, 1.38m/s and

8.3m/s, respectively, and, the type of map that is used. In the first case, it is used a

walking map, which gives the shortest paths between the places without considering road

restrictions. This enables the user to use shortcuts to get into places in a shorter time.

In the second case, a drivable map is used, which will give the shortest distance between

two places while respecting road restrictions. It is noteworthy that in both cases the

geographical constraints will be respected.

Table 5.5 shows a set of specific parameters for each city showing the set of fixed

parameters. For other users’ parameters, we define them later in Table 5.6. It is notewor-

thy, that due to stochastic factors in all algorithms, to statistically guarantee our results

all parameter combinations were made 100 times.

Tiradentes Ouro Preto San. Gimiagno Cannes Ibiza
Month of Travel 1 1 7 7 7
Activity hours 8 AM - 22 PM 8 AM - 22 PM 8 AM - 22 PM 8 AM - 22 PM 8 AM - 22 PM

Max. category repetition 4 4 4 4 4
Max. places 7 7 7 7 7

Min. Temperature 21 20 20 20 22
Max. Temperature 25 25 27 25 28

Transportation Mode Foot Foot Foot Foot Car

Table 5.5: Users’ parametrization profile.

5.4.2 Recommender Systems Evaluation

We evaluate the accuracy of RS by the means of Root Mean Squared Error

(RMSE). In comparison to other regression metrics, RMSE presents advantages in the

fact that it maintains the scale of the values, which makes it more interpretable than the

other metrics. As lower the value of the RMSE, the better is the model. RMSE is defined

in the context of RS as:
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RMSE =

√√√√ 1

|N̂ |

∑
ŷui∈N̂

(yui − ŷui)2, (5.8)

where N̂ is the set of predictions made by the algorithm, yui is the real rating given

by a user u for an item i, and ŷui is the prediction rating of the item i for the user u.

We also use Temporal K-Fold Validation (Time Series Spit) to statistically guar-

antee the results of RS. In this approach we divided the data into fixed time intervals,

training with k − 1 of the folds and testing with 1. In our work, we consider k = 5.

Figure 5.4, illustrates how the temporal k-fold is performed in our methodology. The first

graph shows the complete data of the city. The other figures present how the train and

test data are selected. We can see that the model always trains with the past to predict

the future.

Figure 5.4: Temporal K-Fold example.
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5.4.3 Route Evaluation

In our evaluation, given the high amount of users and parameters, we use a pre-

selected set of parameters defined in Table 5.5.

Parameter Min. Value Max. Value
# days of travels 3 6

# of mandatory places 0 3
# of Appointments 0 3

Table 5.6: Variable parameters.

To evaluate the routes generated, we use a qualitative approach. The survey [50]

specifies two different ways to evaluate such routes: (i) real-life evaluation, and (ii)

heuristic-based evaluation.

In the first scenario, the generated routes are compared with the routes previously

made by the user evaluating in terms of information retrieval metrics, such as precision,

recall, and f-score [9, 85, 14, 65]. In the second scenario, the routes are evaluated in terms

of the utility (sum of the ratings of visited places), the popularity of the POIs visited and

the amount of POIs visited in the tour.

One disadvantage of the first evaluation is that it does not consider the benefit of

taking that route, but how close the routes generated are to the users’ previous routes.

Nevertheless, as the users do not make optimal choices, we believe that this evaluation

leaves aside that the routes generated must be better than the users’ past routes.

In this regard, works that use the second approach, namely [53, 44, 29], make a

qualitative evaluation in terms of utility, considering the benefit of the users for using the

routes recommended by their system. Nevertheless, these works fail in, (i) show the gain

of the recommended route over routes previously done by the user, and (ii) fail to test

multiple users, only verifying one user. Thus, the practical benefit of using a recommender

system to provide personalized routes is left aside.

Aiming to fill these gaps and make a deep evaluation of our framework, in this

work we make a qualitative evaluation of the routes generated. For each city, we select

4 different users to be evaluated, 2 travelers with few visits, and 2 users with a broad

history within a period of time. Hence, testing in a scenario with a broad history, and in

the cold-start scenario.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Results

In this chapter, we present the results achieved through the proposed methodology.

First, we discuss the personalization step results, analyzing several types of RS that can be

applied to the tourism context and answering our RQ1 in Section 6.1. For that analysis,

we use the RS techniques introduced in the previous chapter (see Table 5.2). We also

evaluate the quality of LBSN RS on the datasets that we collected.

In Section 6.2 we make an analysis of our entire framework. We analyze the

behavior of the heuristics under different sets of parameters, assessing their quality under

different scenarios. Through this analysis, we answer the RQ2. We also evaluate the

impact of the user parameters and the constraints on the quality of the generated routes,

answering the RQ3. We compare the route generated by Planet Caravan with the routes

in the user history and identify the tourists gain by using our approach. Besides that,

we also verify cases where the quality of the generated routes is inadequate, establishing

scenarios where is not possible to generate feasible routes.

6.1 Recommender System

Recall that the RS plays an important role in our methodology, given that, together

with the user parameters, RS is the module responsible for providing personalization to

the generated routes. Hence, in order to make a complete evaluation over the datasets

collected, we compare 35 different RS strategies, between then, 3 unpersonalized naive

models, 5 literature LBSN RS, 3 model-based CF techniques, and 24 memory-based CF

with variations on the modeling and similarity metric.

Among the algorithms evaluated, only the LBSN RS, namely GeoSoca, LFBCA,

LORE, MGMPFM, and USG, use a bigger amount of features, as shown in Table 5.2.

Even though these last techniques are suited for LBSN datasets, in this work we investigate
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if these RS can perform well on our datasets.

Table 6.1 presents the average results and confidence interval of each algorithm. To

compare the average results of the cross-validation (with 5 folds), we analyze the statistical

significance with a paired t-test with 95% confidence. When comparing several algorithms

this technique is strongly recommended for hypothesis testing on average effectiveness [72].

In the table, results with a green arrow present the best algorithm, when presenting a

yellow circle the table shows algorithms that are statistically equal in results.

Technique Ouro Preto Tiradentes SG Cannes Ibiza
User Non-Personalized 0.83(0.02) 0.86(0.04) 1.12(0.04) 1.01(0.02) 1.11(0.04)
Item Non-Personalized 0.89(0.05) 0.85(0.03) 0.90(0.06) 0.98(0.03) 0.98(0.03)
SVD 0.91(0.06) ▲ 0.87(0.04) ▲ 0.92(0.06) ▲ 0.99(0.03) ▲ 1.00(0.03)
SVD++ 0.91(0.06) 0.88(0.04) 0.94(0.07) 1.00(0.03) 1.00(0.03)
Basic User Msd 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.07(0.03) 1.06(0.04)
Basic User Pearson 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.00(0.07) 1.07(0.03) 1.06(0.04)
Basic User Cosine 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.08(0.03) 1.06(0.04)
Mean Item Pearson 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.01(0.06) 1.07(0.04) 1.06(0.04)
Z-Score Item Pearson 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.01(0.06) 1.07(0.04) 1.06(0.04)
Basic Item Pearson 0.96(0.06) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.08(0.04) 1.07(0.04)
Basic User Pearson Baseline 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.07(0.03) 1.06(0.04)
Z-Score Item Pearson Baseline 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.07(0.04) 1.06(0.04)
Mean Item Pearson Baseline 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.07(0.04) 1.06(0.04)
Mean Item Cosine 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.08(0.03) 1.07(0.04)
Z-Score Item Cosine 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.08(0.03) 1.07(0.04)
Mean Item Msd 0.96(0.06) 0.92(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.08(0.04) 1.07(0.04)
Basic Item Pearson Baseline 0.97(0.06) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.08(0.04) 1.07(0.04)
Z-Score Item Msd 0.96(0.06) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.08(0.04) 1.07(0.04)
Basic Item Msd 0.97(0.06) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.09(0.04) 1.08(0.05)
Basic Item Cosine 0.97(0.06) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.09(0.04) 1.08(0.05)
Mean User Msd 0.97(0.06) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.09(0.03) 1.08(0.04)
Z-Score User Msd 0.97(0.06) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.09(0.03) 1.08(0.04)
Z-Score User Cosine 0.97(0.06) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.09(0.03) 1.08(0.04)
Mean User Cosine 0.97(0.06) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.09(0.03) 1.08(0.04)
Z-Score User Pearson 0.97(0.05) 0.94(0.04) 1.01(0.07) 1.10(0.03) 1.09(0.04)
Mean User Pearson 0.97(0.05) 0.94(0.04) 1.01(0.07) 1.10(0.03) 1.09(0.04)
Z-Score User Pearson Baseline 0.98(0.05) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.10(0.03) 1.09(0.04)
Mean User Pearson Baseline 0.98(0.05) 0.93(0.04) 1.02(0.06) 1.10(0.03) 1.09(0.04)
NMF 0.98(0.05) 0.95(0.04) 1.03(0.06) 1.11(0.04) 1.10(0.04)
LFBCA 1.20(0.07) 1.13(0.08) 1.16(0.06) 1.32(0.03) 1.22(0.03)
RANDOM 1.25(0.04) 1.19(0.04) 1.27(0.07) 1.42(0.03) 1.35(0.05)
LORE 1.35(0.10) 1.52(0.11) 1.24(0.09) 1.41(0.08) 1.55(0.11)
GEOSOCA 1.44(0.15) 1.60(0.17) 1.26(0.10) 1.57(0.15) 1.83(0.19)
MGMPFM 1.61(0.13) 1.75(0.16) 1.34(0.11) 1.84(0.22) 2.24(0.23)
USG 1.76(0.17) 1.84(0.17) 1.44(0.15) 1.97(0.28) 1.73(0.28)

Table 6.1: Recommender Systems RMSE Results for each of the cities. We highlight the
best and worst values for the personalized algorithms.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the ratings per city. As we can see the ratings are mostly
concentrated between 4 and 5.

Note that in some cases non-personalized methods (Item and User Non-Personalized)

show a better RMSE than personalized results. This is due to the distribution of the rat-

ings over the cities, which are mostly concentrated between the 4 and 5 ratings, as we can

see through Figure 6.1. Nevertheless, as these models are not personalized, it does not

offer unique recommendation per user. Thus, non-personalized techniques work very well

in most cases, nevertheless, in cases where the user does not like a place, these models

will produce results that can lead to a bad user experience. Hence, in this works it is

considered the best-personalized approach that minimizes the RMSE value. In this

scenario, the best technique for all cities was SVD.

By analyzing Table 6.1, it is possible to see that SVD and SVD++ show the best

results in our tests, suggesting that model-based techniques are superior to CF techniques.

Nevertheless, NMF, which is also a model-based approach, figures between the worst

results. We believe that this is due to the fact that NMF works better with implicit

feedback [2], while our datasets are completed composed of explicit feedback.

In this work, we tested many memory-based CF techniques. Even though their

results are not the best, these techniques show a good RMSE value and could be used

in scenarios where the users value more the interpretation of the results, as where their

recommendations come from. Nevertheless, even with the combination of similarity tech-

niques and different prediction functions, these combinations do not show a significant
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result change.

Even though the random algorithm is a simple baseline, we observe through

Table 6.1, that the random approach has a better performance in most of the cities than

the LBSN POI RS considered in our work. In addition to that, these LBSN POI RS

techniques show the worst performance of all the algorithms considered. For the cities

of Ouro Preto, Tiradentes, SG, and Cannes the USG technique show the worst results,

while for the Ibiza city, MGMPFM shows the lowest RMSE values. We believe that

these bad results are a sum of several factors.

USG, LORE, LFBCA, and GeoSoca uses social ties to enhance the quality of

the model. As stated before, it was not possible to collect the social ties present in the

TripAdvisor platform. This directly impacts these algorithms’ prediction quality, due to

the fact that these relations were constructed based on the users’ co-visits on the same

place, instead of their followings/followers as it is on TripAdvisor.

USG and LORE use a similar approach to measure social ties. These algorithms

consider that users are connected given how close is their place most visited, which is

called residence [51]. In our case, given that the users are tourists, most of them stay at

hotels/vacation rentals, nevertheless, they only make one review of these places. Thus,

the strategy of defining the social-ties by the user residence does not work on TripAdvisor

data.

LORE relies on the timestamp of the visit to identify patterns of sequential check-

ins. As TripAdvisor’s timestamp data is in a higher granularity (monthly) than LBSN

datasets (seconds), this model fails to identify this sequential influence. As LORE is both

time and social-aware, this algorithm is not appropriate for the TripAdvisor dataset.

LFBCA is the only of the models that perform better than the random al-

gorithm for all cases. Even though this technique relies on social-ties to perform its

recommendation, the first step of this technique is based on Bookmark-Coloring Algo-

rithm (BCA) to identify the similarity between users [51]. Posteriorly, this similarity is

used to perform recommendations on a CF algorithm. As most of the users only visit a

few places, the similarity between the users tends to be higher, given that most of the

users visit the same places. Consequently, if ratings were considered as a part of the

prediction equation of the CF algorithm, most of the predictions would be between 4 and

5 given the high similarity, thus, the RMSE would be lower. However, as the output

is a ranking and we do not weigh the similarity and the rating given by the user, this

algorithm does not have a better performance.

The algorithm MGMPFM only takes into consideration the geographical influ-

ence when making the recommendation, which is properly represented in the TripAdvisor

dataset. Nevertheless, this algorithm shows the worst results for the city of Ibiza. As

this algorithm uses a Poisson Factor Model (PFM) to properly fit the data, several pa-

rameters are taken. As we used the standard parametrization, we believe that with a
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good parameterization it would be possible to achieve better results for the TripAdvisor

datasets. Nevertheless, the study made by [51] MGMPFM shows poor performance for

their experiments, considering datasets from LBSN. Thus, it is possible that this model

does not have a good performance in any scenario, hence, the parametrization would not

produce better results.

Besides the points listed above, these algorithms, as stated before, were imple-

mented to generate top-k rankings for LBSN networks. Thus, most of these works do not

perform a metric reduction to enhance the quality of prediction. Second, by evaluating

Figure 6.2, it is possible to see that LBSN presents a different visit distribution when

compared to the visits of TripAdvisor, which can lead to these bad results. LBSN users

are more frequent even in places with few visits, and each user has at least 10 visits.

Figure 6.2: Distribution of the number of visits per dataset.

Thus, our evaluations show that LBSN baselines do not perform well on TripAd-

visor datasets, and this is mostly due to the granularity of the data. Nevertheless, we

believe that with major adaptations in the models it would be possible to use the influence

factors considered in these approaches. Nevertheless, works that rely on features that are

not properly presented in the TripAdvisor dataset, such as social ties and visit time, we

believe that is harder to achieve good results.

Lastly, answering the RQ1: Which type of Recommender System is better

suited for defining the user ratings for each place in the TripAdvisor dataset?

our conclusion is that SVD is the algorithm better suited for the TripAdvisor dataset.
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Nevertheless, this algorithm works by optimizing an objective function that aims to in-

crease the quality of prediction by reducing the error. Thus, the model misses more on

ratings that are far from the average. Illustrating that, if a place has a rating near 4.5,

the model will miss more on users that give bad ratings, under 3. Hence, we believe

that by making a better parametrization of the RS algorithm can lead to better results.

Lastly, we also believe that a content-based recommender system can achieve good results

in TripAdvisor data, even more considering that these approaches would take advantage

of the descriptive features available, thus, we could use data from other cities to provide

good predictions in the target town.

6.2 Heuristics

In this section, we evaluate the results achieved by using different heuristics to

solve the TTDP. First, we show the user templates that we select for each city. The users’

selected aim is to evaluate the proposed methodology in the cold start and non-cold start

scenarios to show how our algorithm performs in the selection of places and how our

selection is often better than the one performed by users.

Next, we evaluate the utility of the generated routes, analyzing the impact of

different economic profiles on fitness. In this assessment, we answer the RQ2, analyze

and define the best algorithm in each scenario. Further, we answer the RQ3 by evaluating

the impact of the constraints on the routes generated and analyzing how POI, user, and

systems constraints can change the tourist experience in several scenarios.

6.2.1 Users Selected

As described in Chapter 5, in this work we select two users with past experience in

the city and two users with few experiences in a city (cold start). Table 6.2 presents users’

history and predicted ratings. It is possible to notice that the newcomers (i.e. cold-start

users) of each city do not have a standard deviation of history ratings, given that we select

only users that have only one visit in the city. To complete the ratings of each user we

use the SVD algorithm. The results show that the mean history rating is very close to

the mean predicted rating.
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Experienced User 0 Experienced User 1 New Comer 0 New Comer 1
T
ir
a
d
e
n
te
s # History Ratings 15 18 1 1

Mean History Rating 3.466667 4.611111 5 4
Std. History Ratings 1.245946 0.501631 − −

Mean Predicted Rating 3.939829 4.584593 4.355915 4.252029
Std. Predicted Ratings 0.350917 0.356552 0.373764 0.377525

O
u
ro

P
re

to # History Ratings 17 83 1 1
Mean History Rating 4.470588 4.409639 5 5
Std. History Ratings 0.624264 0.781433 − −

Mean Predicted Rating 4.410237 4.348878 4.330977 4.29
Std. Predicted Ratings 0.333199 0.349962 0.336659 0.338050

S
a
n

G
im

i. # History Ratings 25 21 1 1
Mean History Rating 4.040000 4.333333 5 5
Std. History Ratings 0.888819 0.730297 − −

Mean Predicted Rating 4.254626 4.586697 4.435897 4.437126
Std. Predicted Ratings 0.356542 0.340272 0.390403 0.357538

C
a
n
n
e
s

# History Ratings 7 17 1 1
Mean History Rating 4.571429 4.470588 5 5
Std. History Ratings 0.534522 0.874475 − −

Mean Predicted Rating 4.324704 4.430897 4.199465 4.155052
Std. Predicted Ratings 0.302214 0.310592 0.303201 0.312004

Ib
iz
a

# History Ratings 13 11 1 1
Mean History Rating 3.846154 4 4 4
Std. History Ratings 1.214232 0.632456 − −

Mean Predicted Rating 3.932483 4.117522 4.072198 4.097940
Std. Predicted Ratings 0.293937 0.295872 0.300013 0.299694

Table 6.2: Selected users’ ratings description.

6.2.2 Place Selection

Before generating a route, we must select the places that will compose that route.

Nevertheless, selecting these places is not a trivial task, due to places and users’ con-

straints. We show the effectiveness of our proposal in the place selection task through

two different evaluations: a user history and a theoretical.

In the user history evaluation, the POIs selected by each algorithm are com-

pared with the POIs historically visited by the user. In the theoretical evaluation, it

is evaluated how close is the places selected by the algorithm to the best places (top-k) in

a city. In this second evaluation, place, and users constraints are not considered, making

the best places selection a theoretical upper bound. It is noteworthy that in both

cases we are not comparing the routes by utility (fitness), but by the sum of ratings of

the places selected. Thus, place repetition is not considered to avoid the theoretical route

to have only one place re-visited several times. For example, in the utility measure, the

hotel rating is considered daily, while in the sum of the ratings, as we do not consider

repetition, the hotels rating is only considered one time. In addition in the theoretical

evaluation, we divided the sum of the ratings by the theoretical upper bound. Thus, in

this analysis, as close is the value to 1, the closer is the place selection to the theoretical

upper bound.
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Figure 6.3, shows the results of the users’ history evaluation, presenting a com-

parison between the users’ history place selection and the selection made by algorithms.

It is noteworthy that in most of the cities we had a better place selection than the ones

performed by the users.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between the users’ history place selection and the algorithmic
selection.

One of the few scenarios where the user selection was better than ours is for the

user 1 in Ouro Preto. In this case, the user selection is better due to the number of places

previously visited by this tourist. Table 6.2, shows that the user 1 had previously visited

about 83 places. As we did not generate routes with the same size as the users’ history,

to make a fair comparison, we reduce the size of the user history to k, considering that k

is the size of the biggest route generated for this user. It was selected the best k places

in the user history. As these k places visited by this user had a rate equal to 5 the sum

of ratings was maximum. Thus, in this scenario where the users tend to give the highest

rates to each place, we could not select better places to visit than the user. Nevertheless,

in cases where the users are more critical, our proposal shows its potential to select better

places for tourist visitation.

In addition, note that the greedy algorithm has a better place selection in several

cases. This happens due that the greedy algorithm always selects the best places in

the city to be visited. It is noteworthy, however, that this does not mean that the route

generated will be feasible. Illustrating that, consider that the top places selected are

all from the same category, then the route would not comport all POIs due to category
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constraint. In this case, the construction heuristic would remove places aiming to make

the route feasible, hence reducing the fitness. Thus, in some scenarios, the GRASP

algorithm can have a better selection than the greedy algorithm due to the local search.

The local search enables the GRASP to make feasible routes while selecting the places

of the highest rating. In scenarios where the local search cannot guarantee the feasibility

of the place swap, GRASP at least guarantee a feasible route.

Second, for the theoretical evaluation, corroborating with the previous results,

the algorithms with the best selection (closest to upper bound) are the greedy and

GRASP. The Figure 6.4 shows the theoretical evaluation results.
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(b) Ouro Preto
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between the best theoretical place selection and the algorithms
place selection.

Genetic and clonalg algorithms have a poor selection, very close to the random

algorithm. For these algorithms, their inadequate performance can be justified by the

evolutive operators. As these evolutive operations did not consider a repetition constraint,

the routes generated contain multiple repeated places, which were not counted in this

analysis.

In Chapter A, we present the frequency of places selected by each algorithm.

Through the figures, it is possible to notice how close are the selection of each algo-

rithm. Random and genetic are very close with their selection spread through all Ibiza

island, while the greedy and GRASP focus on specific regions that contain places with

the highest ratings.
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6.2.3 Route Evaluation

Algorithms Evaluation

In this section, we verify the routes generated by each algorithm and city. In this as-

sessment, we aim to identify the best algorithm in terms of utility for each city. We also

analyze several route quality indicators which are listed below:

1. # Unique Places: Shows the tendency of the algorithm to repeat places in the

route

2. # Visted Places: Shows the full length of a route including the repetition of

general places and hotels

3. Fitness/Utility: Is measured by the objective function, and can be considered the

main indicator of the route quality

4. Cost: Shows the mean cost to perform that route

5. Daily Distance: Shows the mean length traveled (in meters) in each day.

6. % Infeasible: Shows the percentage of infeasible routes generated by each algo-

rithm. Lower is this value, the better.

For these indicators is valid to point out some observations. To the first two indi-

cators, the closer they are the better, given that routes with few repetitions are desired.

For the fourth indicator, even though it is not explicitly expressed in our objective func-

tion, we consider that is better to generate cheaper routes. The fifth indicator can be

interpreted in different ways. Given that real users have different thoughts towards how

much they want to walk, longer routes will be better or worse according to the tourist.

Nevertheless, if the user walks less and visits more places, there is more efficiency in the

generated route. Thus, walking less is better due to the fact that the tourist has a limited

time.

Table 6.3 shows the indicators presented above for each algorithm and city. Ana-

lyzing this table it is possible to categorize our results in two folds. First, cities where GA

generates the best results 6.3, second, cities where GRASP generates the best results.

Tiradentes and Cannes were the cities that GA had the best results when evaluat-

ing the fitness. This algorithm fitness is majorly composed of ordinary places, given their

poor selection of unique places, as we can see in Section 6.2.2. Given the high sensibility

of our problem, where the change of one place can make a route infeasible, the mutation

operator had almost no effect on the route, making the generated routes very similar to
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the routes initially generated. Nevertheless, due to the selection and crossover operators,

it was possible to generate bigger routes, that are as not as diversified as in other al-

gorithms but hold more places. Thus, these two operators show a good performance in

constructing the order of the places, nevertheless, it does not select the best places to

compose a feasible route.

Also, note that these two are the smallest cities that we are evaluating. As these

are small cities and easier to walk, the genetic operators were able to order the places to

be visited, even though they are spread across the city, making smaller routes that are

more efficient and allow to visit more places, not spending much time walking from one

place to another.

In a second scenario, the cities of San Gimignano (SG), Ouro Preto, and Ibiza

had the best results with GRASP when evaluating the fitness. These three cities can be

considered a harder scenario than Tiradentes and Cannes for two main reasons: (i) there

are more POIs in those cities, (ii) these cities have a larger area, and the POIs are spread

through the city. The mean daily distance indicator illustrates that. While in Tiradentes

and Cannes, the maximum distance is about 5 km, in SG, Ouro Preto, and Ibiza, the

users’ walk about 8 km daily in the best scenario.

In these cases, simple strategies such as random and greedy show a poor fitness

performance, having a negative average in some cases. As these two algorithms are naive,

it fails to properly order the POIs, thus generating routes that are not feasible.

GRASP stands out with good results given the local search performed over the

selected solution. As this algorithm start solution is randomly defined as in the GA and

clonalg, the initial solution has usually a poor selection. But, due to the local search,

the final solution utility is highly increased by the replacement of places. Also, besides

selecting the venue by rate, the algorithm also weighs the price and distance. Hence, in

cities where the search space is bigger and can be better explored as these three cities,

GRASP increases the fitness while reducing the distance walked and the costs.

Lastly, as GRASP is considered a sampling algorithm [22], we define the alpha

parameter with a very low value, which makes this algorithm select majorly feasible

instances. If we evaluate all cities, only in Ouro Preto (which we consider the hardest

scenario) GRASP has infeasible instances. This happens due to the fact that the initially

generated solutions (random) are not guaranteed to be feasible, and in Ouro Preto about

23% of the random instances are infeasible. GRASP reduces this value to 11% and

increases the overall fitness of the random solutions. Nevertheless, even though GRASP

presents the best results in many cities, the local search is costly. In tests with real users,

it would be hard to provide good solutions in a small computational time.
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City Metrics Clonalg Genetic GRASP Greedy Random
T
ir
a
d
e
n
te
s Amount Unique 12.308373 16.922734 17.334195 15.437275 16.807208

Amount Places 16.481741 24.009287 21.391064 19.952776 21.330301
Fitness 94.816259 96.773062 90.017272 82.702224 83.756540
Costs 2530.702094 2708.121741 2866.003539 3549.555595 2678.386029

Mean. Daily Distance 5073.434548 3022.301678 2709.380246 4253.498443 3483.129762
% Infeasible 0.000000 0.001486 0.000000 0.029560 0.004199

O
u
ro

P
re

to

Amount Unique 9.879131 12.406743 15.224435 8.214011 11.426656
Amount Places 14.090086 16.402377 19.350638 12.625609 15.610982

Fitness 43.585937 55.249544 74.304946 13.300255 44.643456
Costs 1956.174026 1844.068568 2080.544689 2528.121871 1929.814416

Mean Daily Distance 16992.837467 10293.055100 9464.412100 15107.992458 12724.419673
% Infeasible 0.275917 0.151589 0.116805 0.519374 0.235886

S
a
n

G
im

in
i. Amount Unique 9.476674 11.668228 15.880041 7.264319 10.521059

Amount Places 13.635064 16.788184 19.875256 11.762362 14.812523
Fitness 35.610237 63.834090 84.478462 -1.603798 35.923901
Costs 2999.071178 3228.818043 3672.440828 2654.376342 3272.813939

Mean Daily Distance 17173.018857 8038.381857 8200.815059 16966.310436 12867.971830
% Infeasible 0.303612 0.024135 0.000000 0.616151 0.294447

C
a
n
n
e
s

Amount Unique 12.696958 17.486919 16.055349 12.142749 16.219401
Amount Places 16.630116 24.114462 19.703195 16.933941 20.357711

Fitness 85.755028 95.523991 84.168510 62.250286 77.572479
Costs 3319.644453 3462.637457 3874.620829 5692.765121 3535.750553

Mean Daily Distance 6374.472274 4756.525376 4684.295893 5145.746361 5370.746421
% Infeasible 0.027413 0.000000 0.000000 0.115793 0.019704

Ib
iz
a

Amount Unique 7.387737 7.286248 7.559630 5.065779 4.773061
Amount Places 11.488052 11.055141 11.551852 9.024147 8.782709

Fitness 5.713351 35.256576 43.423459 -7.971800 6.700410
Costs 6565.766063 5935.662581 6729.339061 4317.664742 4972.001837

Mean Daily Distance 18121.103611 10351.071215 3723.588404 13072.777898 7351.322356
% Infeasible 0.508566 0.037346 0.000000 0.626145 0.385179

Table 6.3: Results achieved by each heuristic.

In conclusion, answering the RQ 2: Which heuristic is better suited for

solving the Tourist Trip Design Problem?, it depends. Each algorithm presents

different characteristics for each scenario, but GA and GRASP present the best results

in most of the cases.

Clonalg tends to make less efficient routes, having the highest average daily dis-

tance covered in all scenarios. However, Clonalg is inefficient to convert the distance

covered in the selection of places with higher rates. We believe that this is due to their

intensive mutation that explores most of the search space, taking users to places that are

far away from each other.

The genetic algorithm focuses on generating good routes with the places that are

available on its feasible solutions. Due to the lack of a repetition constraint, the genetic

algorithm tends to expand its route without diversification, which leads to a route with

fewer unique places when compared to other techniques. However, the GA shows good

results in small cities, making a good ordering of the places and increasing the efficiency

in terms of the number of points covered and the distance covered.

GRASP shows the best performance in several scenarios, due to its resilience to

generate infeasible start solutions and the fact that local search increases the utility of
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solutions generated. Given that this is an aggregated analysis, GRASP stands out even

more given that only a few solutions have a negative fitness. All these factors contribute

to GRASP being the best algorithm in harder scenarios. Still, this algorithm is very

costly, which directly impacts its use in real scenarios. This cost is mostly due to the

local search which evaluates many options to identify feasible places that maximize the

utility.

Lastly, greedy and random algorithms presented for the scenarios as Tiradentes

and Cannes an acceptable answer, given their low computational cost. But in more

complex scenarios these algorithms show poor performance in terms of fitness, presenting

infeasible routes in more than 50% of the cases

6.2.4 Impact of constraints on the route

In the following analysis, we explore the impact of different constraints on routes

generated, showing in detail scenarios where each algorithm performs better. First, we

discuss the impact of different parametrization profiles on the routes. Following, we

evaluate the generated routes performance under scenarios with mandatory places and

appointments. Then, we analyze the impact of POI repetition on the routes. Lastly, we

evaluate infeasible cases, assessing the cases of the most difficult scenarios.

Impact of different parametrization profiles

Due to the high variability of tourist profiles, users can have distinct experiences given

their constraints. As these profiles can impact the users’ experience we compare these

profiles’ impact on the different scenarios. Table 6.4 presents the mean fitness for each

of the profiles evaluated in the cities. Recall that the first profiles (A and B) are more

restrictive in terms of money budget while the other profiles are looser.

For the two Brazilian cities (Ouro Preto and Tiradentes), it is possible to verify

that the money budget provided is more than enough to provide good results. Table 6.3

corroborates with that by showing that the mean amount of money expended in those

cities is very close to the minimum amount considered in the profiles (2500). In this

scenario, the daily walk budget is the one that most impacts the results. However, in-

creasing the daily distance willing to be covered produces no effect in this scenario. While

in Tiradentes the POIs are clustered near the city center, in Ouro Preto the POIs are

scattered throughout all town, forming several groups. Thus, even though the distance

willing to be covered increased, the speed that users moved from one location to another
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was still the same. Hence, in Ouro Preto is better for tourists to stay in one of these

clusters than move to faraway places.

City Profile Clonalg Genetic GRASP Greedy Random
T
ir
a
d
e
n
te
s A 92.42854 92.418015 89.25969 69.443907 83.32768

B 94.342156 94.820783 90.087321 73.17247 83.169617
C 96.673572 99.59273 90.433259 90.912579 84.639805
D 95.134736 98.016287 89.943181 83.997584 83.620664
E 95.50323 99.015021 90.357863 94.041671 84.025009

O
u
ro

P
re

to A 43.468025 52.667993 73.332366 31.486657 46.367182
B 35.551276 55.153533 75.044577 -15.048929 37.593487
C 55.917492 58.07469 75.042358 33.770979 54.744676
D 47.452635 53.665581 73.133714 31.734854 47.702454
E 35.483475 56.689576 74.96949 -15.139253 36.804468

S
a
n

G
im

in
i. A 19.582584 52.374826 76.16189 -9.17485 20.406295

B 30.720421 60.771001 81.711711 3.864972 30.42681
C 38.888689 67.065188 87.213389 -0.88968 36.65346
D 30.122903 63.792014 85.714884 -6.994491 33.876209
E 58.30154 75.063056 91.547494 5.195844 58.537052

C
a
n
n
e
s

A 59.492331 80.752526 76.779567 34.892966 57.735125
B 83.100285 95.051469 81.185221 43.784613 72.187747
C 94.260153 98.632286 87.305156 68.635708 85.551195
D 91.192676 95.605382 86.108306 68.905425 83.766893
E 100.873132 107.469136 89.381646 95.397472 88.353971

Ib
iz
a

A 7.506457 24.699154 34.911007 16.622047 7.111359
B 7.743911 26.929396 35.251528 -5.577616 6.281348
C 12.177483 37.935884 44.231836 17.313976 18.817271
D -1.223041 41.149692 52.070052 -16.623143 11.768818
E 2.337238 45.480226 50.652874 -24.889985 -10.413799

Table 6.4: Impact of different parametrization profiles on the generated routes.

Min 1st Quart. 2nd Quart. 3rd Quart. Max Mean Std. Dev

T
ir
a
.

Min. Cost 0.0 15.0 60.0 265.62 637.0 136.91 133.24
Max. Cost 0.0 50.0 150.0 458.22 999.0 284.39 229.11

O
P Min. Cost 0.0 9.0 18.0 196.75 600.0 92.52 119.11

Max. Cost 0.0 48.0 144.0 343.5 955.0 198.56 184.19

S
G Min. Cost 0.0 118.0 118.0 502.5 859.46 268.61 229.49

Max. Cost 0.0 254.0 558.0 624.89 1586.34 494.74 304.03

C
a
n
.

Min. Cost 0.0 58.0 116.0 116.0 572.0 141.08 110.51
Max. Cost 0.0 182.0 546.0 546.0 2654.62 471.97 262.16

Ib
i. Min. Cost 0.0 85.0 170.0 170.0 481.0 143.15 79.21

Max. Cost 0.0 622.0 1866.0 1866.0 2488.0 1366.99 744.34

Table 6.5: Price statistics.

For the European cities, it is possible to notice a different pattern. Given the low

value of the Brazilian currency, the price of POIs in those cities is very high as we can

see in Table 6.5. In this case, the change of users parameters has a big impact on the

results. With exception of Ibiza, by increasing the daily walked distance it is possible to

notice an increase in the fitness for all algorithms. In Cannes and SG fitness is highly

related to user movement. As we can see, from the profile C to D, where the amount of

money is increased but the user movements are restricted, there is a decrease in the fitness,
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showing how dependent are the solutions from the distance. In Cannes, this decrease is

more subtle given that this is a small town.

Ibiza presents different characteristics from the other cities. This city combines the

high prices of the European towns with the POIs scattered through the map, as in Ouro

Preto. In the first two evaluation profiles, A and B, the overall results are very poor due

to these characteristics. Even if the daily distance is increased, the user still has no budget

to visit many places. Table 6.3 shows that the average cost of a trip to Ibiza is at least

5000 reais. In the A and B scenarios, the budget available is smaller than the average.

For the profile C, it is possible to verify an increase of fitness in all algorithms. GA

and GRASP take advantage of the increased money budget and organize better routes,

increasing the mean fitness. The other three heuristics have a poor performance in the

last two profiles due to the expansion of the search space which makes available more

places to be in a route. However, these techniques are not capable of properly ordering

the routes, thus, generating infeasible solutions.

In conclusion, in Brazilian cities, it is possible to provide good routes with more

economic profiles. In Ouro Preto, to generate better routes, it would be necessary to

increase the transportation speed. Thus, it would be possible to visit far places spending

less time moving from one place to another. Through these evaluations, it became more

clear that naive strategies do not perform well even in extreme scenarios. While the

random approach achieves better results by exploring more of the search space, this

technique shows poor performance in more difficult scenarios like Ibiza and Ouro Preto.

Mandatory and Appointments

In this evaluation, we analyze the performance of the algorithms under the perspective

of the mandatory and appointments constraints. The mandatory constraint, proposed in

the work of [44], enables users to add obligatory places to be visited. The appointments

constraint enables users to define places to visit with a fixed start and end hour.

To perform such evaluation, we select from 0 to 2 mandatory/appointments POIs

per route. The places selected by us are in different regions of the cities. Also, we define

that the POIs in the appointment setting should be visited during the afternoon period

(15 : 00− 17 : 00) of any day.

Table 6.6 presents the fitness of the algorithm in different mandatory and ap-

pointments scenarios. Note that in most cases the algorithms are able to attend to both

constraints. Overall, the naive approaches, GA and Clonalg present better results for

the mandatory constraints than for the appointment constraint. This is due to the fact

that mandatory places can be allocated at any time in the trip, while appointments have

fixed start and end times. As the appointments are fixed in the solution and the POIs that

will compose the route have been already selected, the places around the assignment do

not minimize the distance between the last venue and the appointment, thus, generating
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routes that tend to walk more and visit fewer places, decreasing the overall fitness. In

this scenario, GRASP will be less affected due to the local search, which enables the

selection of places around the appointments that decreases the distance between the last

place and the assignment.

Finally, we conclude thatGRASP performs better when allocating the mandatory

places and appointments in more difficult cases. In cities such as Tiradentes and Cannes,

the GA has a good performance in the allocation of mandatory places, however, the

allocation of appointments has a negative effect on the route fitness, generating poor

results when compared to the fitness of routes without appointments.
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# Mandatory # Appointment Clonalg Genetic GRASP Greedy Random
T
ir
a
d
e
n
te
s

0 0 110.664946 135.580834 89.831451 94.518527 96.500076
0 1 96.037417 104.916680 87.353072 84.529189 85.950139
0 2 102.848141 107.870824 82.926403 90.386309 91.821036
1 0 104.298811 114.032560 94.463977 91.076884 93.238739
1 1 88.017187 91.480626 91.181853 78.215928 79.503445
1 2 78.295760 75.261381 85.871124 72.311905 72.625140
2 0 94.738631 102.398787 98.357508 86.854177 86.321133
2 1 87.966404 93.498006 97.000034 84.166566 84.143483
2 2 97.437349 72.903374 84.708010 68.621211 68.558705

O
u
ro

P
re

to

0 0 76.204324 74.602620 88.234572 46.738759 72.378063
0 1 31.574628 45.006107 72.608072 -2.212039 31.747788
0 2 10.572809 27.417087 52.722601 -14.26069 -7.231116
1 0 66.979991 72.410836 86.009360 23.739517 65.357767
1 1 50.067741 67.752275 85.226235 8.702525 56.486042
1 2 12.045786 24.657818 49.728812 -8.502674 16.327432
2 0 68.482688 75.995514 87.499500 23.248138 67.325434
2 1 46.207281 72.986839 91.924321 9.383152 49.808685
2 2 17.782386 33.424924 70.090708 -4.329278 15.823767

S
a
n

G
im

in
ig
n
a
n
o

0 0 45.444002 65.424502 83.414270 -0.940543 43.801437
0 1 30.307076 64.435195 83.261693 -15.593241 33.683352
0 2 43.439998 75.606773 82.567668 14.743342 34.746051
1 0 34.466482 64.191335 88.176005 4.904539 34.269505
1 1 30.412335 62.526407 88.409039 2.590955 37.763291
1 2 41.355510 65.371021 84.623197 30.309926 46.671470
2 0 41.066960 65.048367 90.310231 13.475187 35.139177
2 1 21.396767 51.898670 89.327427 1.375460 26.511253
2 2 34.259768 46.908721 82.496408 27.572302 21.301232

C
a
n
n
e
s

0 0 91.532815 103.106131 88.699823 66.508929 79.501330
0 1 87.689739 96.571750 85.416813 71.308851 78.004804
0 2 80.632494 87.122281 76.427381 71.962504 73.357151
1 0 88.101825 101.319446 89.187235 58.969587 80.223734
1 1 84.327458 92.928029 83.177896 52.815098 76.237566
1 2 73.004898 80.395855 72.538974 63.985745 69.294327
2 0 88.321654 100.313311 88.113253 43.635737 82.992813
2 1 82.305951 92.197919 82.506048 39.305902 79.412969
2 2 76.741695 79.442455 73.367452 44.878472 74.006995

Ib
iz
a

0 0 5.819541 29.392690 38.571313 3.034296 17.206308
0 1 10.377486 35.184641 38.072524 7.613413 18.211744
0 2 2.374472 36.995004 37.989862 5.399999 18.274696
1 0 10.816626 32.981692 44.241808 -7.424231 10.345412
1 1 7.006774 34.738549 44.023145 -10.007905 11.015540
1 2 -2.452274 36.916545 44.044328 -10.305633 9.428715
2 0 14.656988 39.324791 48.204600 -19.454371 -6.481651
2 1 5.420071 37.089805 47.938874 -21.896976 -11.469650
2 2 -2.009762 37.694074 47.870732 -19.788727 -6.851897

Table 6.6: Study of mandatory places and appointments on the routes generated.

Repetition Constraint

Recall that the definition of the TTDP presented in Chapter 4, does not define a constraint

that restricts the number of times that a user can visit the same place on different days.

Thus, a ”perfect route” in terms of fitness can be composed by the repetition of places on

different days. This does not occur, due to the fact that the algorithms used in this study

are stochastic and each place can have different attributes per day in working hours and

price. Besides, as we will see in Chapter 7, users usually are looking for diversity in their

routes.
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City Algorithm Amount Unique Amount Places Fitness Costs Mean Daily Distance % Infeasible
Tiradentes Genetic 18.88963 22.886667 91.250148 1936.394062 3221.51 0.00074
Ouro Preto GRASP 15.224435 19.330499 74.172549 1490.420412 6763.17 0.0

San Gimignano GRASP 15.879699 19.77136 83.855425 3111.107955 7919.18 0.0
Cannes Genetic 17.481142 21.459905 84.071877 3097.124854 4919.21 0.0
Ibiza GRASP 7.55963 11.550741 43.37798 5822.539002 3714.51 0.0

Table 6.7: Best algorithm per city results without place repetition.

It is noteworthy that this constraint is not present in our constraints set due to

specific scenarios. For example, consider a vegan tourist in a town with only one vegan

restaurant. In this case, the user would prefer to visit the same restaurant several times

than visit one that does not attempt their needs. Nevertheless, this is an extreme case

that will only happen to a few users. Hence, letting the users choose if they want to

revisit a place is the best option.

Given this facts, we introduce to our model a repetition constraint that restricts

the repetition of places in a travel. To verify the effectiveness of these algorithms with

this new constraint, we evaluate the best algorithm of each city with similar indicators as

before. Table 6.7 shows the results achieved in each city. Note that the results achieved

do not decrease much of the fitness.

In the cities where GRASP had the best results, Ouro Preto, San Gimignano, and

Ibiza, the results were not so different than the ones presented in Table 6.3. This is due

to the fact that GRASP maintains its overall quality by reducing very little in fitness.

In this case, the local search suggests the second-best place to visit, in cases where the

first was already visited. Besides, GRASP routes are initially generated by a random

algorithm, in which we remove the repetitions of the generated route. Hence, the routes

generated are smaller in terms of length.

For the GA we observed a tendency of reducing the general size of the route, given

that the algorithm tends to visit places that are farther. Thus, GA increases its search

space to find new places, consequently, it increases the daily distance walked. However,

the costs are reduced in both Tiradentes and Cannes.

In conclusion, we observe that both the best algorithms, GA and GRASP, are

able to generate good routes while respecting the repetition constraint. In the case of

GA, the techniques tend to explore more the search place aiming to find closer places

that were not visited before. In this case, the algorithm makes the tourist walk more to

find places that fulfill all constraints. For GRASP, the local search enables to walk less

while reducing very few of the route fitness.

Infeasible Cases

In this evaluation, we analyze the constraints that made the results infeasible and how it

is possible to avoid such results. To make such an analysis we categorize our results in 5

constraints: appointment, budget, daily distance, mandatory, and others. The last group
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represents all other constraints presented in the problem formulation. It is noteworthy

that a route can disrespect more than one constraint.

Table 6.8 shows the percentage in which each constraint is disrespected. Note

that the daily distance and the mandatory constraint are the most difficult to meet. For

naive algorithms as greedy and random, these constraints are violated even in simpler

scenarios as Tiradentes and Cannes. For the daily distance constraint, the restriction is

disrespected due to the fact these algorithms do not perform any enhancement operation

on the route. Thus, it does not properly order the places, forming longer paths that

do not satisfy the distance constraint. It is noteworthy that in these cities the Greedy

algorithm presents the worst performance, showing 2% and 11% of infeasible instances in

Tiradentes and Cannes respectively. As these are small cities the POIs are closer, making

the impact of the distance constraint smaller.

Note that in more difficult cases, Ouro Preto, San Gimignano, and Ibiza, the daily

distance is more violated than other constraints by all algorithms. Illustrating that, Ouro

Preto is the only scenario where GRASP generates infeasible results.

The mandatory constraint is also disrespected in several cities. For the naive

algorithms, this occurs more often due to the fact that their initial solutions are shuffled

with all POIs that were selected to visit. As the constructing heuristic does not guarantee

that all places will be allocated, some places are not in the final route. This problem does

not occur with the POIs in the appointment set due to the fact that these are already

fixed in the route.

As future work, we must evaluate evolutive operations focused on properly ordering

the places, avoiding the daily distance constraint. The work of [44] tackles this problem

by greedily sorting the places according to their distances in their route construction

heuristic. Nevertheless, is noteworthy that this strategy cannot work in all cases due to

the working hours window of each POI.

Lastly, answering RQ3:What is the impact of the constraints in the routes

generated? the daily distance constraint is the one with the most impact on the routes

and the most difficult to comply with. By not meeting such constraints the heuristic does

not generate compact routes (users walk more and visit less), hence, the users tend to

spend more time moving from one place to another. By visiting fewer places, consequently,

the fitness of the route is decreased.
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Constraint Clonalg Genetic GRASP Greedy Random

T
ir
a
d
e
n
te
s Appointment 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.024390 0.166667

Budget 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000000 0.000000
Daily Distance 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.219512 0.666667
Mandatory 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.475610 0.166667
Others 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.487805 0.166667

O
u
ro

P
re

to Appointment 0.463768 0.026316 0.0 0.254675 0.280899
Budget 0.000000 0.000000 0.0 0.000000 0.000000

Daily Distance 0.392915 0.776316 1.0 0.569012 0.474719
Mandatory 0.003221 0.013158 0.0 0.008905 0.033708
Others 0.141707 0.171053 0.0 0.170971 0.238764

S
a
n

G
im

in
i. Appointment 0.117720 0.298507 0.0 0.144919 0.112658

Budget 0.045849 0.000000 0.0 0.000000 0.000000
Daily Distance 0.677819 0.417910 0.0 0.532910 0.635443
Mandatory 0.013631 0.104478 0.0 0.004619 0.046835
Others 0.138786 0.283582 0.0 0.310624 0.187342

C
a
n
n
e
s

Appointment 0.000000 0.0 0.0 0.019672 0.096154
Budget 0.547945 0.0 0.0 0.026230 0.000000

Daily Distance 0.287671 0.0 0.0 0.324590 0.153846
Mandatory 0.150685 0.0 0.0 0.403278 0.538462
Others 0.013699 0.0 0.0 0.226230 0.211538

Ib
iz
a

Appointment 0.112145 0.058824 0.0 0.000000 0.000000
Budget 0.192376 0.241176 0.0 0.136968 0.180361

Daily Distance 0.643174 0.600000 0.0 0.853723 0.782565
Mandatory 0.031028 0.0647 0.0 0.00399 0.002004
Others 0.021277 0.035294 0.0 0.005319 0.035070

Table 6.8: Percentage of infeasible instances.

6.3 Summary of Results

In this chapter, we presented the results achieved through the proposed method-

ology. First, we describe the results of the Recommender Systems for each of the cities.

In those results, it was possible to verify that SVD had the best results in all the cities.

Besides that, we also evaluate the behavior of LBSN recommenders in TSN datasets, our

conclusion is that most of the data do not have the proper granularity for many of the

algorithms, leading to poor results.

Besides, we also evaluate the results of heuristics, evaluating the best fitness cases

and the constraints that most impact the generated routes. In this step, we could verify

that the Genetic Algorithm (Tiradentes and Cannes) and GRASP (Ouro Preto, SG,

Ibiza) are the heuristics that perform better in the cities we evaluated. In this scenario,

we could evaluate that the GA tends to perform better in small cities where the places are

closer to each other, while GRASP tends to get better results in more difficult scenarios

due to the local search.
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Chapter 7

Planet Caravan App.

Chapter 3 describes the literature of several works that model real users’ constraints

while traveling. In some of these works, authors evaluate their approaches with real users

through an application (interface) that enables tourists to easily generate routes [74, 28,

12]. However, even though there are works that present an application, most of them are

limited and do not allow users to fully experience constraints and personalization needed

in one travel.

In Planet Caravan we tackle this problem by proposing an interface and an archi-

tecture that enables travelers to plan a personalized route. Figure 7.1 gives an overview

of the proposed architecture.
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Figure 7.1: Overview of the complete architecture of Planet Caravan.

To provide personalized routes the architecture is highly dependent on the user’s

inputs. There are mandatory and optional parameters for the users. As mandatory inputs,

there are the traveling dates, the money budget, the number of kilometers that the users

plan to walk each day, and the activity hours. As optional inputs, there are mandatory

places, fixed mandatory places, and users’ historic ratings in the city. In cases where the
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users inputs their past visits, a recommender system is trained and used to predict the

places that were not visited yet by the user. In cases where no historic is provided, the

average rating of each place is used as a predicted rating.

Besides the users’ inputs, a database with information of each place is used, pro-

viding the locations restrictions. As described in Chapter 5, this data was collected from

TripAdvisor, and each place has its geo-location, open and closing time, working days,

and category. To measure the actual distance between the places was used the Open-

StreetMaps API. From OpenStreetMaps we also identify the streets between the POIs,

which were plotted using Folium library 1. The front-end and design of the interface were

implemented using Streamlit 2.

As intelligence algorithms responsible for personalization and route constructing

were used SVD, for personalization, GA and clonalg as route heuristic. These algo-

rithms were selected due to their good results for the selected cities, and the fact that

they are less computational expensive than GRASP. In the heuristic step, clonalg was

used in the city of Tiradentes, when the amount of appointments was bigger than 2 and

the amount of mandatory was at least 1, which is the scenario that this algorithm performs

better than the GA.

Figure 7.2 gives an overview of the proposed interface. Figure 7.3 presents all

parameters available in the sidebar menu. On the right, it is displayed the menu. We

enumerate each item according to what appears on the menu:

1. Allows users to change the city

2. Allows users to change the mandatory parameters. The last item on the second

menu allows users to add mandatory places to be visited

3. Allows users to change the map visualization style

4. Allows users to add appointments in the city

5. Allows users to add places that were previously visited adding a rating for this place

(history insertion)

6. Allows users to update files in two cases: First, visualization of previously generate

routes. Second, allows uploading the user history

7. Allow users to change the preferences on the route visualization

8. Allow users to know more info about the generated route

9. Allow users to save the route as a CSV file or send it by e-mail 3

1http://python-visualization.github.io/folium/
2https://streamlit.io/
3The three last options are only available after the route is generated.
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Figure 7.2: Interface Overview.

To evaluate the usability of our proposal in real scenarios, we test it with real

users. To capture the users’ opinions we provide a survey in which they evaluated our

application. In our analysis, we selected Tiradentes and Ouro Preto as study cases, due

to the fact that the survey was shared with Brazilian users. Thus, if the users visited one

of the cities, the evaluation of the route could be based on their previous experience in

the selected towns.

For our application was released for the users two different versions, named version

A and version B. The version A is the one described above and in the version B, some

improvements were implemented according to the users’ answers on the survey. The

versions were released in different periods of time. In total 56 different users evaluated

our framework, where 28 evaluated the first version of the platform, and 28 evaluated the

second version. We did not set for the users specific tasks, instead, it was only asked for

them to interact with the platform and answer the questions.

7.1 Versions

In this section, we focus on describing the differences between the two systems

that we evaluated. Version A was our first release and was evaluated by 28 users. As the

users evaluated the A version and leave their comments in the survey, it was possible to

notice their difficulties with the platform. Users complained of not knowing where the

route would start and end, and they did not know the order to visit the places. Besides

that, users complained about not knowing if the route was being generated, even though

a progress bar is located at the side menu. Lastly, when an infeasible route was generated,
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Figure 7.3: Sidebar of customizable options for the users.

a simple message was displayed that did not specify which constraint was disrespected.

Given the problems pointed out by the users, in the B version we tackle these

issues by showing the order of the places to be visited, a progress bar in the middle of

the screen instead of the sidebar. Also, we specified to the users the constraint that made

their route infeasible.

Figures 7.4a, 7.4b shows the routes generated by interface A and interface B for

the same city. It is possible to notice that in interface B the POIs are enumerated and

the hotel is more highlighted.

7.2 Survey Results

The survey was composed of 17 questions that aimed to characterize the user

profile, identify the opinions about the route, and analyze the design and usability of the

platform. The questions are presented in the list below:

1. What is your age?

2. What is your city?

3. Have you visited one of the cities available in the system?
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(a) Version A - Interface

(b) Version B - Interface

4. What is your profession?

5. What do you most value when you are traveling?

6. How much do you agree with the phrase ”Is better to visit new places that I do not

know that will please me, that to visit that I already visited”

7. Would you like to have pre-defined hours to visit restaurants?

8. The generated route respected all your constraints?

9. In case of no in the last question, what were the constraints not respected?

10. What would you improve on your route?

11. How would you rate the route generated?

12. Did you have any problem using the system?
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13. Something in the platform confused you?

14. How would you evaluate the platform design?

15. What would be more useful to you a mobile application or web?

16. What functionality do you miss in the platform?

The first 7 questions aimed to make a profile of the users that interacted with the

platform. In both versions, the age of the users was majorly between 18 and 30 years

(about 74%), and in most of the cases, the users worked directly in the technology field

as developers, data scientists, and computer science students, while about 18% worked

in other areas. From the 56 persons that evaluated the framework only 9% were from

outside the state of Minas Gerais, which is the state of the cities evaluated. In the survey

about 90% of the users had already visited the cities, which made their opinion about the

route more accurate given past experience in those cities.

Questions 5, 6, and 7 aim to understand the traveling preferences of the users.

The fifth question aims to understand what the users most value while traveling, giving

the traveler three options to be sorted. Figure 7.4a shows the options available and

users’ answers to the fifth question. In both versions, the users valued more to meet new

places, followed by saving money and lastly relaxing at the hotel. These results show

that users are more likely to avoid idle time, hence doing as many activities as possible.

Complementary, the answers to the sixth question presented in Figure 7.4b, shows that

besides having a complete schedule of activities users prefer to visit new places, even

though these places are not between the best places to be visited in the city.

Question seven verifies if users would like to have pre-defined hours to visit restau-

rants and food-related POIs. Our results show in both versions that about 78% of the

users would like to have pre-defined hours to visit restaurants. These results corroborate

with the works of [74, 28, 12, 78] that have previously defined constraints related to meal-

time windows. It is noteworthy that this could be easily adapted to our model through

the appointments constraints.

Then, users were asked about the quality of the generated routes. In both versions,

about 85% of the users did not report any constraint violation with the generated route.

In the scenarios where the system did not return a feasible route, the two main reasons

reported by users were an application crash in the A version, and infeasible mandatory

constraint in the B version.

In the first case, the application crashed due to an implementation error. In the sec-

ond case, users reported that their appointments and mandatory places were not present

in the route. Evaluating these users’ routes it was possible to verify that users had defined

mandatory places and appointments that are too far away from the other POIs. Thus,

to satisfy one constraint, the other one was infeasible. This problem can be avoided
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(a) Users tends to want to visit more places than have idle time on the
hotel or save money.
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Question: "Is better to visited new places that I do not know that will please me, 
 that to visit that I already visited"

(b) A Likert scale was used to understand the users’ preferences of meeting
new places.

by increasing the number of daily kilometers to walk or picking mandatory places and

appointments that are closer to regions with hotels.

The tenth question is related to what the user would improve on the route and in

the system. For this question we gave 4 options to the users (i) Make a cheaper route,

(ii) Visit more places, (iii) Visit fewer places, (iv) Walk less. It is noteworthy that users

could select more than one choice. In version A about 43% of the users answered that

no improvements were needed in the route, while in version B about 78% of the users

wanted at least one improvement in the route. Figure 7.4a shows the improvements that

users would prefer. As we can see, most of the users would like to visit more places per

day, while others would like to visit fewer places per day. Thus, as users showed different

patterns towards the number of places visited per day, it would be from the user’s interest

to define the maximum amount of places that can be visited in one day.

The eleventh question asks the users to evaluate the quality of the route in a rating

from 1 to 5, where 1 if the users did not like the route that was generated and 5 the user

like very much the route. Figure 7.4b shows the rating distribution in each of the versions.

As we can see, in version A about 85% of the routes were given a rating of 4 or higher,

while in version B about 78% of the users gave a rating of 4 or higher. It is noteworthy
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in the Figure that in version A we had a route with a rating equal to 1. Following the

comments left by the user that gave such a rating, it was possible to verify that the user

had an error that made unable the tourist complete the route. It is noteworthy however

that only this user had this problem and this was fixed in the B version of the system.
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(a) Improvements that users would make in their routes.
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(b) Users evaluation of the generated routes.

From the twelfth until the last question we focus on understanding the usability

and the problems of our platform. The twelfth question asks if the users had any problem

using the platform. We gave as options performance, interface, and the amount of data

input. In the question, we had different results for version A and version B. While in

version A, only 29% of the users did have any consideration to make about the platform,

50% of the version B users did not have any complaint. Complementary, Figure 7.4a

shows that in version A, users pointed out that the performance was their biggest issue

on the platform. In version B, we updated some aspects of the system design. This had

a direct impact on the users’ answers, given that the design is the biggest issue for the

users on the B version.

As we did not set a list of tasks for the users and only gave them an overview of

our project, the thirteenth question aim to understand if the user was confused at any

point in the platform. On this question, we gave as options for the users the data display,

data input, and the color of the icons. Figure 7.4b shows that users in versions A and B
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had the same tendency, showing more confusion towards the way the data was displayed

and how the data was inputted on the platform.
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(a) Problems that users had with the system.
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(b) Topics that most confused the users of the interface.

The fourteenth question asks the users to give a rate to the design of the applica-

tion. Figure 7.4 shows that users on the B version were more critical about the design of

the platform, having a wide range of grading when compared to version A users.

Focusing on future work, the fifteenth question asles about the user preferences

towards the best platform to bare our system, mobile or web. In this scenario, we could

verify that joining both versions, about 78% of the users would prefer a mobile version of

Planet Caravan. We believe a mobile version would assist users to better keep up with

the route given that could verify the paths and the places to visit at any point, while in

the web version they can only verify once and send the route to the e-mail to verify later,

without the assistance of an interface.
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Figure 7.4: Users evaluation on the interface design

In conclusion, those two versions showed that Planet Caravan can be used in real

scenarios. In 85% of the evaluations, no constraint violation was found. Besides that,

our routes were well evaluated in both versions. However, through the users’ comments,

it was possible to notice some potential improvements in the performance and interface,

which we intended to tackle as future work.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize the main achievements of this thesis and present a discus-

sion on future works. In section 8.1 we make a summary of our work and point out the

differences between Planet Caravan and other works in the literature. Next, we answer

each of the research questions presenting the obtained results. Finally, in section 8.3, we

present future perspectives for our work.

8.1 Comparison

In this work, we propose new modeling for the Orienteering Problem, also known

as, Tourist Trip Design Problem. This problem consists of a combination of the knapsack

and the traveling salesman problem and has been widely studied in a tourism context.

In this scenario, the objective is to find a route for maximizing users’ preferences, while

respecting environment, place, and user constraints.

In this work we propose a new definition for this problem, introducing a new con-

straint that enables users to allocate appointments and plan a trip around their schedule.

We test our modeling in 5 different cities around the globe and evaluate the performance

of 5 different heuristics for this problem.

Our results show that the Genetic Algorithm and GRASP have the best per-

formance in different cities. Nevertheless, GRASP is prohibitive in real-time scenarios

due to its high computational cost. Lastly, we also introduce an application for Planet

Caravan. The study with real users shows promising results for the usage in real-time

scenarios.
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8.2 Research Questions

We guide our work by defining the following research questions.

Which type of Recommender System is better suited for defining the user

ratings for each place in the TripAdvisor dataset? For this question, we verified

that SVD is the model that shows the best performance between the algorithms evaluated.

Also, results show that LBSN recommender systems do not usually work on TSN datasets.

Which heuristic is better suited for solving the Tourist Trip Design Problem?

In this evaluation, it was possible to verify that the Genetic Algorithm and GRASP

were the heuristics with the best fitness results in the scenarios that we evaluated. TheGA

shows promising performance for Tiradentes and Cannes. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy

that this algorithm usually does not have a good place selection. The good results are

usually achieved by the genetic operations providing bigger routes than other heuristics,

which consequently impacts the fitness results.

In the most difficult scenarios GRASP presented the best result, was robust

against infeasible cases, and had the smallest rate of disrespected constraints between

all heuristics. However, due to the local search, this heuristic is computationally costly.

This way, without good implementation, GRASP cannot be used in real-time scenar-

ios. Hence, we believe that the best heuristic would be a merge between these GA and

GRASP, balancing efficiency and quality in the generated solutions.

What is the impact of the constraints in the routes generated? In this evalua-

tion, our results show that the daily distance constraint is the one with the most impact

on the routes. To respect the daily distance the algorithms must generate compact routes,

and the results point out that this is one of the biggest difficulties of the heuristics. The

naive approaches do not use any kind of enhancement technique to properly order the

places, hence, the user tends to walk more. In this scenario, only the GA and GRASP

are able to generate more compact routes. Nevertheless, in more difficult cases, GA tends

to reduce the overall size of the route, consequently having a smaller fitness.
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8.3 Future Work

As for future work, first, we focus on better exploring the data collected. Besides

having all information about the users in a specific city, the data presents the complete

users’ history in TripAdvisor. This way, we could use out-of-town users’ data to enhance

the quality of the models. Also, we only use memory and model-based collaborative

filtering approaches in this work. We believe that more robust techniques would take

more advantage of all the data available.

In the heuristic step, we can enhance the quality of the heuristics in several ways.

First, finding the best parameters for each heuristic can lead us to better results. We also

would like to test these heuristics as a multi-objective approach, focusing first on solving

the knapsack problem by selecting good places and then the travel salesman problem

finding good routes for the problem. Also, introduce different transportation types in our

model, selecting the best transportation type in each situation.

Lastly, we would like to improve the quality of the proposed interface. The results

point to several aspects in the design that make the user confused. Besides that, users

also pointed out that a mobile application would be better for their needs than a web

platform.
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Appendix A

Background

KNN Mean Prediction Equation - Considers the mean weight of the item to

make the prediction

ŷui = µi +

∑
j∈Nk

u (i)

sim(i, j) · (ruj − µj)∑
j∈Nk

u (i)

sim(i, j)
(A.1)

KNN with Z-Score Prediction Equation - Considers the normalized mean of

the item to make the prediction

ŷui = µi + σi

∑
j∈Nk

u (i)

sim(i, j) · (ruj − µj)/σj∑
j∈Nk

u (i)

sim(i, j)
(A.2)

Variable Description
i Prediction item
j Item in user history
u Target user
ŷui Rating predicted
ru,j Historic rating
k Amount of neighbors

Nk
u (i) Set of nearest neighbors of item i that were rated by the user u
µ Average rating of a item
σ Standard deviation of a item

sim(i, j) Similarity function

Table A.1: kNN prediction variables description.
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Appendix B

Maps

In this appendix we present the maps of the cities evaluated by us: Tiradentes (Fig-

ure B.1), Ouro Preto (Figure B.2), San Gimignano (Figure B.3), Cannes (Figure B.4),

and Ibiza (Figure B.5). In the maps is possible to see all POIs by category in the cities.

Lastly, we present four different Ibiza maps showing the frequency of places selected

by different algorithms. Note that the behavior of the Genetic Algorithm is very close to

the Random Algorithm, while GRASP has a selection more similar to the Greedy.
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Figure B.1: Map of POIs in Tiradentes and places selected as mandatory and appointment. In green we have attractions, hotels are in
blue, rental places are in red and orange are restaurants. With a start pink icon are mandatory places and in red with a calendar are
appointments.
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Figure B.2: Map of POIs in Ouro Preto and places selected as mandatory and appointment. In green we have attractions, hotels are in
blue, rental places are in red and orange are restaurants. With a start pink icon are mandatory places and in red with a calendar are
appointments.
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Figure B.3: Map of POIs in SG and places selected as mandatory and appointment. In green we have attractions, hotels are in blue, rental
places are in red and orange are restaurants. With a start pink icon are mandatory places and in red with a calendar are appointments.
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Figure B.4: Map of POIs in Cannes and places selected as mandatory and appointment. In green we have attractions, hotels are in
blue, rental places are in red and orange are restaurants. With a start pink icon are mandatory places and in red with a calendar are
appointments.
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Figure B.5: Map of POIs in Ibiza and places selected as mandatory and appointment. In green we have attractions, hotels are in
blue, rental places are in red and orange are restaurants. With a start pink icon are mandatory places and in red with a calendar are
appointments.
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Figure B.6: Heatmap of most frequent places selected by the Random algorithm in Ibiza
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Figure B.7: Heatmap of most frequent places selected by the Genetic algorithm in Ibiza
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Figure B.8: Heatmap of most frequent places selected by the Greedy algorithm in Ibiza
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Figure B.9: Heatmap of most frequent places selected by the GRASP algorithm in Ibiza
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